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INTRODUCTION 
On December 27, 1983, a contract was awarded for the construction of 
a bridge and bridge approaches on US 42 in Gallatin County (Figure 1). 
The bridge would replace an existing steel truss structure over Sugar 
Creek, where Sugar Creek flows into the Ohio River. The north approach 
for the new structure would require that an embankment be constructed 
adjacent to the existing embankment. The new embankment would spill 
into Sugar Creek Bay -- a backwater area of the Ohio River (Figures 2 
and 3). 
A geotechnical investigation of the site was conducted by the 
Division of Materials of the Kentucky Department of Highways. The 
foundation for the proposed embankment included a very soft, unstable 
material approximately 25 feet (7.6 meters) thick covered by 5 feet (1.5 
meters) of water. The material classified as A-6. Liquidity indices 
ranged from 0.50 to 1.48. The natural moisture contents ranged from 29 
to 41 percent. Undrained shear strengths (c) ranged from 140 pounds per 
square foot (6.7 kPa) to 1,893 pounds per square foot (91 kPa). Results 
o f  consolidated-undrained triaxial tests on samples from a depth of 18 
to 25 feet (5.5 meters to 7. 6 meters), at 57 feet (17. 4 meters) right of 
Station 20+00, yielded an effective friction angle (�) of 32 degrees and 
e f fective cohesion (c') of zero. Material properties as determined from 
field tests and laboratory tested samples from 57 feet (17 . 4 meters) 
right of centerline at Station 20+00 are shown in Figure 4. 
A stability analysis was performed by the Division of Materials 
using the simplified Bishop's method of slices. Data used in the 
analysis are shown in Figure 5. The short-term factor of safety was as 
low as 0.7 with the critical failure circle as deep as 12 feet (3.7 
meters) into the unstable foundation. In addition to the low factor of 
safety, long-term and dif ferential settlements were considered 
unacceptable. Calculations predicted a settlement of approximately 38 
inches (965 mm) under the right shoulder and 90-percent consolidation in 
7.3 years. 
Because of the poor foundation, several construction alternatives 
were considered: 
1) elimination of the embankment by extending the bridge 300 feet 
(91.4 meters), 
2) a sheet pile retaining wall with permanent ground anchors, 
3) a lightweight fill material and retaining wall, 
4) stabilization of foundation by use of stone columns, or 
5) the construction of a new super-structure using the existing 
pier and abutments. 
After consideration of all alternatives, the District Design Of fice 
recommended the use of stone column stabilization. With the foundation 
improvement, 90 percent of the consolidation would occur in 19 days and 
the maximum settlement was predicted to be 16 inches (410 mm). 
Design calculations and recommendations were prepared by the 
D ivision of Materials and by GKN Keller, Inc of Tampa, Florida and are 
included in Appendices A and B. GKN Keller Inc constructed the stone 
columns. Layout of the stone columns is shown in Figure 6. Bid prices 
for construction o f  the foundation improvement were $14.95 per linear 
foot for the stone columns and $20.00 per cubic yard for the working 
platform. 
Because of the relative lack of knowledge of this procedure, a 
proposal for monitoring the construction and performance of the 
procedure was submitted. The objectives of this study were: 
1) to document construction procedures and obtain base-line 
performance data; 
2) to analyze field behavior from settlement, lateral movement, 
and earth pressure data; and 
3) to make recommendations as to the effectiveness and future use 
of this method. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Instrumentation at the site was located primarily along a 
crosssection of the fill approximate at Station 20+38. Additional 
instrumentation was located similarly at Station 21+07 and at other 
points in the fill (Figure 7). Instrumentation included earth pressure 
meters, mercury-filled multi-point settlement gages, horizontal slope 
inclinometers, and vertical slope inclinometers. The Division of 
Materials also installed one vertical slope inclinometer and a 
settlement platform in the north approach fill. 
STONE COLUMN REINFORCEMENT 
The stone column procedure involves improvement of existing soil 
foundations by partial replacement of the unstable material with 
compacted columns of granular material. This is accomplished by 
penetrating the soil with a vibrating probe, normally to the depth of a 
more competent material. The void thus created is backfilled with 
stone, which is compacted and forced radially into the surrounding 
material using the vibrating probe. This action interlocks the stone 
column and insitu soil. 
For this project, the wet method was chosen. Located just above the 
tip of the probe are jets through which water is forced. The constant 
flow of water removes displaced material from the hole and, by means of 
the hydrostatic head, stabilizes the walls of the hole until the stone 
column is in place. Water pressure is supplied by an external pump. In 
this case, it was a 6-inch diameter (152 mm) pump capable of 100-150 
pounds per square inch (7 to 11 kilograms per square centimeter) 
pressure. Pump capacity was 3,000 gallons (11,356 liters) per minute. 
The "'dry method"' was not used because of concern that the silty 
foundation material would collapse the hole before the column material 
could be placed. 
The vi brat or probe used for this project was an "'s.. type. 
Vibrations are produced by an electrically driven eccentric weight 
assembly to produce high centrifugal forces in a horizontal plane at a 
frequency of 1,800 revolutions per minute and an amplitude of 0.25 inch 
(6.35 mm). Power was supplied by a diesel-generator set at 250 10/A 
(minimum), 380 volts at 60 cycles per second. The system delivers 120 
kilowatts or 165 horsepower. 
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CONSTRUCTION 
Construe tion began in February 1984 with placement of a geotextile 
over the foundation in the area where stone columns would be 
constructed. The geotextile was used to stabilize the working platform 
and prevent the leaching of fine material in the foundation into the 
platform. The working platform was then constructed by placing No .-57 
stone to an elevation of approximately 457.0 feet (139.3 meters). 
Construction of the stone columns began in the first week of March 
with five test columns being placed. The average rate of column 
construction was 0.71 foot (220 mm) per minute; a total of 7,557 linear 
feet (2,303 meters) were placed. This rate varied from a low of 0.26 
foot (RO mm) per minute in areas of stiffer clays to 1.42 feet (430 mm) 
per minute in the more silty areas. Average column diameter as 
constructed was 4.0 feet (1.2 meters). Typical column construction 
sequence is shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10. A copy of the special notes 
applying to stone column construction is included in Appendix c. 
Field inspectors monitored the quantity of rock used to construct 
each column, the driving force of the vibrating probe, and the length of 
each column. The material used for column construction was stockpiled 
and a weight per unit volume determined. An average bucket load of the 
loader was then determined. Inspectors then counted the bucket loads 
placed in each column. 
The electrical current driving the vibrating probe was monitored 
during the voiding of the hole and during the compaction of the column. 
Copies of the field inspector's guide and the inspector's records 
specifically concerning the stone columns are contained in Appendices D 
and E, respectively. 
Construe tion of the embankment began when the stone columns were 
complete (approximately May 1, 1984), and was essentially to grade 
elevation by June 18, 1984. 
PROBLEMS 
Due to the limited number of insitu shear strength tests or samples 
recovered from borings, insufficient data were available to determine 
the precise nature and extent of the problem foundation material. 
During construction of the stone columns, an interbedded layer of clay 
of much higher shear strength was encountered. To penetrate this layer, 
the probe was raised and dropped repeatedly, thus slowing the rate of 
construction of the stone columns. Additional borings and vane-shear 
tests were performed. As a result of the new data, the Division of 
Materials redesigned some columns. Most columns between Station 20+50 
and Station 21+65 were constructed to a depth of 22 feet (6.7 meters) as 
compared to a design depth of 37 feet (11.3 meters) (see Figure 11). 
This reduced the total linear feet of column from 8, 462 feet (2 ,579 
meters) to 7,557 feet (2, 303 meters). 
The working platform was constructed of No.-5 7 stone. The stone 
appeared to be river gravel since the particles were well rounded. 
During construction of the holes for the columns, the platform material 
would slough into the holes and form the base of the columns. It was 
estimated that the bottom 5 feet (1.5 meters) of many columns was 
constructed of this material. This was a problem, particularly in the 
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area where punching through the clay layer was necessary. The particle 
size of the platform material was also a problem because the water used 
for flushing the holes produced significant erosion of the platform. 
Particle-size distribution of the platform material is shown in Figure 
12. 
Use of the wet method washed a large amount of fine material out of 
the foundation. This presents the potential for a serious silt 
pollution problem since the nature of this foundation improvement 
procedure will often include the presence of a nearby stream or body of 
water. In this instance, there was some material washed into the bay, 
but generally the use of straw bales as a silt wall confined the washout 
to the working platform (Figure 13). 
INSTALLATION 
During the drilling and testing that led to redesigning some stone 
columns, three vertical slope inclinometers were installed at the 
location of the toe of the new embankment as follows: Station 19+63 
28 feet (8.5 meters) right of centerline (Boring 9), Station 20+38 -- 62 
feet (18.9 meters) right of centerline (Boring 8), Station 21+05 -- 57 
feet (17 . 4  meters) right of centerline (Boring 7). During drilling, 
undisturbed soil samples were obtained for laboratory testing. 
After completion of the stone columns, the working platform was 
brought back to the original elevation (457 feet (139.3 meters)). At 
Station 20+38, a multi-point settlement gage was installed perpendicular 
to the centerline. Some monitoring points were centered over stone 
columns while others were placed between columns (Figure 14). A 
horizontal slope inclinometer was placed at the same location. These 
instruments were installed to monitor total foundation settlement and 
also the potential differential settlement between stone columns and the 
surrounding soil. 
Earth pressure meters were installed along a line perpendicular to 
the centerline at Stations 20+38 and 21+07. Meters were located both 
directly above and between columns as were the settlement monitoring 
points. The meters were located to monitor the potential stress 
concentration on the stone columns. 
After the fill was constructed to approximately grade elevation, two 
vertical slope inclinometers were installed. They were located at 
Station 21+07 -- 18 feet (5.5 meters) right of centerline (Boring 11), 
and Station 20+38 -- 18 feet (5 . 5  meters) right of centerline (Boring 
12). 
LABORATORY DATA 
Laboratory testing consisted of moisture content determinations, 
soil classification tests, and triaxial tests. Results of all 
laboratory tests are listed in Table 1. Moisture content data indicate 
a possible change in the soil at a depth of approximately 33 feet (10 
meters). This is at an elevation of 424.0 feet (128 .0 meters). At 
Boring 7, moisture contents increased with depth to 47.9 percent at 22 
feet (6.7 meters). The sample obtained at 32 feet (9. 8  meters) 
contained free water and was not tested. Below that depth, moisture 
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contents did not exceed 24.6 percent. 
At Boring 8, the moisture content was greatest at depths less than 
33 feet (10.1 meters), with a high of 44.9 percent at 28.5 feet (8.7 
meters). Below a depth of 33 feet (10.1 meters), the high moisture 
content was 30.5 percent. 
Classification tests indicate that the material less than 33 feet 
deep (10.1 meters) generally classifies as A-6 or a fine clayey 
material. Material more than 33 feet (10.1 meters) deep classifies as an 
A-4 or a fine silty material. 
Two types of triaxial tests (UU (unconsolidated-undrained) and CU 
(consolidated-undrained)) were performed on samples primarily from the 
upper layer or clayey material. Cohesion (c) obtained from UU tests 
ranged from 446 pounds per square foot (2,177 kilograms per square 
meter) to 763 pounds per square foot (3,725 kilograms per square meter). 
The average friction angle from CU tests was 28.2 degrees. 
STABILITY ANALYSES 
A stability analysis using Bishop's simplified method of slices was 
performed. Material parameters used were those existing after the 
working platform was in place but before the stone columns were 
constructed near the analysis section. The cross section can be seen in 
Figure 15 and the material parameters are listed in Table 2. 
Four sets of conditions were analyzed: 
Case 1. No stone columns (water table at normal pool), 
Case 2. No stone columns (rapid drawdown), 
Case 3. Stone columns in place (water table at normal 
pool), and 
Case 4. Stone columns in place (rapid drawdown). 
In all cases, the working platform was in place. Stone columns were 
assumed to have been constructed as designed, except they did not extend 
through the working platform. This assumption was made because material 
was added to the working platform after stone column construction was 
complete. In cases involving rapid drawdown, the water table was 
assigned the same coordinates as the groundline, thus assuming 
saturation of the entire fill. 
The lowest factor of safety occurred in Case 2 (0.966). In Case 1, 
the factor of safety was 1.088. In cases including stone columns, the 
lowest factor of safety was 1.256 for Case 4. The lowest factor of 
safety for Case 3 was 1.725. Factor of safety and failure circle data 
are listed in Table 3. The critical failure circle in cases for no stone 
columns passed through the foundation below the working platform. In 
cases including stone columns, the critical circle was restricted to the 
working platform. 
FIELD DATA 
Earth pressure meters No. 117 through 120 were placed right of 
Station 20+38. Meters No. 117 and 120 were placed directly over Columns 
10-F and 10-B, respectively. Meter No. 118 was placed between Columns 
10-E and 11-E. Meter No. 119 was placed between Columns 10-C and 11-c. 
Meters No. 121 through 124 were placed right of Station 21+07. Meters 
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No. 121 and 124 were placed directly over Columns 20-F and 20-B, 
respectively. Meters No. 122 and 123 were placed between Columns 20-E 
and 21-E and 20-C and 21-C, respectively. All meters except No. 122 and 
No. 123 are functioning properly. 
As shown in Figure 16, earth pressures at the meter locations 
remained nearly constant after approximately 30 days. Pressures range 
from 31. 0 pounds per square inch (213. 7 kPa) under the highest fill 
(Meter No. 124) to 9.0 pounds per square inch (62.9 kPa) under the 
lowest fill (Meter No. 121). To more clearly illustrate the pressure 
distribution on the foundation, the "effective density" of the fill was 
calculated for each meter location from 
De = Pm/Pc, 
in which De = effective density, 
Pm = measured pressure (pounds per square inch) and 
Pc = calculated pressure (pounds per square inch). Pc is 
calculated as the pressure exerted by the weight of the fill over any 
point and is expressed as 
Pc = oh/144 where: 
in which 1 = unit weight of fill material (pounds per cubic 
foot) and 
h = height of fill over point for which pressure 
is being calculated (feet). 
The unit weight of the fill as determined by the Department of 
Highways, Resident Engineers Office, was approximately 130 pounds per 
cubic foot (2,082 kilograms per cubic meter). Using this value, the 
calculated De ranged from 0.99 to 1.51, with De generally increasing as 
fill height increased. Pressure data, including meter identification, 
meter location, fill height at meter locations, calculated pressure, 
measured pressure, and De, are listed in Table 4. 
Settlement of the foundation was monitored by a multi-point 
settlement gage and a horizontal slope inclinometer. Data obtained by 
the Department of Highways with a settlement platform were available for 
compaison. Settlement gage data and settlement platform data irtdicate 
similar settlements at the nearest common points. 
The settlement platform was placed at Station 20+25 -- 18 feet (5.5 
meters) right of centerline. The settlement gage was placed at Station 
20+38 with Point 5 being nearest the centerline at approximately 15 feet 
4. 6 meters) right. Settlement platform data indicate settlement of 6. 9 
inches (180 mm) as shown in Figure 17. Settlement gage data indicate 
8.0 inches (200 m m) of settlement at Point 4, which is approximately 22 
feet (6. 7  meters) right of centerline (Figure 18). Settlement at other 
points on the gage ranged from 6. 5 inches (170 mm) at Point 1 (lowest 
overburden) to 7.3 inches (190 mm) at Point 5. 
The horizontal slope inclinometer was placed alongside the 
settlement gage and extended to approximately 8 feet (2. 4  meters) right 
of centerline. Due to the method of reading this instrument, a 
cumulative error was introduced into the data. This system should be 
read twice with the sensor direction reversed between readings to 
compensate for 'zero offset' errors. These errors are caused by slight 
misalignment of the accelerometers in the sensor. Readings were taken in 
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only one direction at this site. 
The true magnitude of settlement, as reflected by this instrument, 
is unknown, but general settlement trends may be seen in Figure 19. 
Settlement increases as height of fill increases (also indicated by 
settlement gage data) to a point 44 feet (13.4 meters) along the 
horizontal inclinometer or approximately 20 feet (6.1 meters) right of 
centerline. After a distance of 6 feet (1.8 meters), in which 
settlement stays approximately the same, settlement begins to decrease. 
This is probably because the unstable foundation layer is thinning in 
this area and the height of fill is constant. In Figure 20, the 
settlement as indicated by the three measurement systems plus the fill 
and soft foundation are shown. 
From the time monitoring instruments were in place, a total of 8 
inches (200 mm) of settlement were recorded. This is less than the 
predicted 16 inches (410 mm) of settlement. However, as noted earlier, 
construction of the working platform and stone columns resulted in 
subsidence of the foundation to a degree requiring additional stone for 
the platform. In some areas, as much as 2 feet (610 mm) of stone was 
added to bring the working platform back to design elevation. 
Because a large portion of the total settlement had taken place 
before monitoring began, neither the true magnitude of foundation 
settlement nor the completion of primary consolidation could be 
determined precisely. In Figure 21, the settlement gage data (average 
of all points), the settlement platform data, and an adjusted horizontal 
slope inclinometer settlement are plotted as a function of the square 
root of time. In this figure, the maximum horizontal slope inclinometer 
settlement is set equal to the maximum settlement gage settlement. As 
well as may be determined, 90 percent of consolidation after embankment 
construction began occurred within approximately 21 days. 
Lateral displacement of the fill and foundation was monitored using 
vertical slope inclinometers. Three (Inclinometers 7, 8, and 9 )  were 
placed at the toe of the fill on the bay or south side. Two 
{Inclinometers 11 and 12) were placed on the south shoulder. The 
elevation at the top of Inclinometers 7 through 9 was approximately 457 
feet (139.3 meters). The elevation at the top of Inclinometers 11 and 12 
was 476 feet (145.1 meters). Slope Inclinometer 9 was destroyed by 
construction equipment on August 27, 1984. 
At the time that Inclinometer 9 was destroyed, Inclinometers 7, 8, 
and 9 indicated lateral displacement at the surface of 5.5 inches (140 
mm) at Inclinometer 9 (Figure 22), 3.4 inches (86 mm) at Inclinometer 8 
(Figure 23), and 4.8 inches (122 mm) at Inclinometer 7 (Figure 24). 
Displacement at Inclinometer 9 decreased to less than 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
at a depth of 8 feet (2.4 meters) and was virtually 0.0 inches (0.0 mm) 
at elevation 427.0 feet (130.2 meters) or the bottom of the soft 
foundation layer. 
At both Inclinometers 7 and 8, most of the displacement occurred 
between elevations 427.0 feet (130.2 meters), which is the approximate 
elevation of the bottom of the soft foundation layer, and 450.0 feet 
(137 .2 meters). The additional 7 feet (2 .1 meters) to the top of the 
inclinometers was through the working platform. Displacement at the top 
of these inclinometers was actually less than at the top of the soft 
foundation layer. Maximum displacement at Inclinometers 7 and 8 was 5.5 
inches (140 mm) and 4.2 inches (107 m m), respectively. 
Inclinometers 11 and 12 were installed after the fill was in place. 
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By this time, most of the lateral movement indicated by Inclinometers 7, 
8 and 9 had occurred. Other than some sloughing of the shoulder at 
Inclinometer 11, no lateral movement greater than 1 inch (25 mm) was 
indicated (Figures 25 and 26). 
Lateral movements at selected points on Inclinometers 7 and 8 were 
plotted versus time in Figure 27 to illustrate the decrease in rate of 
movement. Lateral displacement had virtually ceased by February 1985. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Some facets of the inspection procedures for stone column 
construction are questionable. For example, due to spillage and varying 
load sizes, counting buckets of rock appeared to be an ambiguous means 
of determining the volume of a stone column. Even if the true volume of 
the column were determined, the configuration of the column, which could 
be important to embankment stability, remains unknown. 
Data indicate that the original foundation and the stone columns act 
as a single unit from a long-term viewpoint, There is no significant 
d ifferential settlement or stress concentration relative to the stone 
columns and s urrounding soil. However, short-term data indicate that 
some stone columns did support more load than the surrounding soil as 
evidenced by stress spikes in Figure 16. 
If the assumption is made that the stone columns are constructed as 
designed, the embankment is reasonably stable. The calculated worst-case 
factor of safety is 1.256 as compared to a calculated factor of safety 
of 0.996 without the stone columns. These values are the results of an 
analysis using data obtained immediately after the working platform was 
in place. In reality, the soft foundation probably had greater shear 
strength, due to consolidation, than was used in the analysis. An 
increase of 200 pounds per square foot (9.6 kPa) in shear strength and 5 
pounds per cubic foot (58 kilogram per cubic meter) in unit weight would 
yield a factor of safety greater than 1.2 in a worst-case situation. 
This is approximately the same as with stone columns and the weaker soil 
parameters that were used. It is possible that the embankment might have 
been constructed with an adequate factor of safety and less expensively 
by another method. 
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Table 1. LABORATORY TEST DATA OF FOUNDATION SAMPLES ACQUIRED IMMEDIATELY BEFORE STONE COLUMN CONSTRUCTION 
••••s•aas�asa�zss�sssss�3ssm••••*���s�•••=•s�=s�3m=s===s-�•s•=���s•s=s=��2s======�==2••====•=•=�====•••==•••=••s••saaaB•z 
I SAMPLE MOISTURE LIQUID PLASTIC FRICTION I 
I SAMPLE DEPTH CONTENT LIMIT LIMIT LIQUIDITY SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATION TRIAXIAL ANGLE COHESION I 
I NUMBER (feet) (7.) (%) (%) INDEX GRAVITY AASHTO TEST TYPE (degree) (psi)* I 1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 
Borin�?; 7 Surface Elevation 457.0 feet 
s-1A 10-12 30.5 
S-IB I0-12 3!.5 cu 28.3 0.0 
S-2A 20-22 37.6 uu 3.1 
S-2R 20-22 38.8 cu 0.0 
s-2c 20-22 39.5 44.5 21.8 0.78 
S-20 20-22 47.9 44.5 21.8 !.IS 
S-3A 30-32 F.W* 39.8 22.0 2.74 A-6 
s-4A 40-42 22.4 24.7 19.fi 0.55 cu 27.8 3.3 
S-4R 40-42 24.4 cu 27.8 3.3 
., I S-4C 40-42 24.6 
Raring 8 Surface Elevation 457 feet 
I S-7 F.W.* 
2 8-11 32.4 uu 3.48 
3 10-12 33.7 38.3 25.5 0.64 A-6 
4 13-15 36.6 36.8 29.0 0.97 uu 28.4 5.30 
5 15-17 33.3 cu 28.0 0.00 
6 18-20 40.4 uu 4.00 
7 20-22 33.4 
8 23-25 37.0 22.0 2!.5 31.0 2.665 uu 3.40 
9 25-27 31.1 39.0 22.3 0.53 uu 0.06 
10 28-28.5 44.9 44.3 24.5 !.03 2.615 A-7-6 
11 30-31 17.3 32.3 22.0 -0.46 A-4 
12 33-33.5 43.6 
13 35-37 30.5 
!4 38-40 30.1 
IS 40-42 24.4 18.0 2.690 A-4 
16 43-45 21.9 23.0 17 .s 0.80 2.660 A-4 
17 45-47 25.7 20.0 20.25 -18.00 2.675 A-4 
18 48-50 25.5 22.0 21.5 8.00 2.665 A-4 
19 S0-52 20.2 23.5 21.5 -0.65 2.655 
1 psi {pound per square inch) = 6.894 kPa (kilopascals) 
* F.T.f. indicates Free Water 
TABLE 2. MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS 
===================================================================== 
MATERIAL COHESION (c') FRICTION ANGLE UNIT l<EIGHT I 
I NUMBER psf* (91) (degrees) pcf** I 1---------------------------------------------------------------------l 
1 0.00 0. 0 0.062 
2 0.32 26 .1 0. 135 
3 0.00 42.0 0.135 
4 0.32 26. 1 0.135 
5 o.oo 35.0 0. 135 
6 0.00 42.0 0. 135 
7 0.58 o.o 0. 115 
8 0. 92 0.0 0.125 
* 1 psf (pound per square foot) = 992. 7 kPa
3
(kilopascals) 
** 1 pcf (pound per cubic foot) = 1.602 kg/m (kilogram per cubic meter) 
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TABLE 3. SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS USING SIMPLIFIED BISHOP'S METHOD 
======================================================================= 
I 
I COORDINATES OF FAILURE 
I CIRCLE CENTER 
I CASE FACTOR ---------------------- RADIUS 
I NUMBER CONDITIONS OF SAFETY X(feet) Y(feet) (feet) I 1-----------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I 1 No columns 1.088 1080.0 80.0 44. 0  I 
I Normal pool I 
I I 
I 2 No columns 0.996 1075.0 80.0 42.0 I 
I Rapid DD* I 
I I 
I 3 Stone columns 1.725 1095.0 85.0 34. 0  I 
I Normal pool I 
I I 
I 4 Stone columns 1.256 1095.0 85.0 34.0 I 
I Rapid DD* I 
I I 
* Rapid drawdown with total embankment saturated 
1 foot • 0.3048 meter 
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Table 4 .  EARTH PRESSURE DATA AND LOCATION OF EARTH PRESSURE METERS 
=========================================================================================•====== 
I CENTERLINE CALCULATED MEASURED EFFECTIVE I 
I METER OFFSET HEIGHT, h PRESSURE PRESSURE DENSITY I 
I NUMBER LOCATION (feet) (feet) (psi)* (psi)* (De) I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1 
I 
117 Center of c.olumn lOF 45 R 9.0 8.1 9. ZO 1.14 I 
I 
118 Between 10E and llE 39 R 12.5 11.3 1l.Z4 1.00 I 
I 
119 Between 10C and 11C Z7 R 18.5 16.7 Z0.11 1.ZO I 
I 
1ZO Center of c.olumn lOB 21 R ZZ.O 19.9 Z6.60 1.34 I 
I 
121 Center of c.olumn ZOF 45 R 9.0 8.1 8.05 0.99 I 
I 
122 Between ZOE and Z1E 39 R 12.5 11.3 --- --- I 
I 
1Z3 Between zoe and Z1C Z7 R 18.5 16.7 --- --- I 
I 
1Z4 Center of c.olumn (ZOB) Z1 R zz.o 19.9 30.08 1.51 I 
I 
�* - l�p- s�i-.(p_o_u_n� d�p-er __ s_q _u _a_ r _e _i� n- c.�h' )--=- 6".8� 9�4-.k�P -a�(�k�i�l-o- pa_sc. _a" l-s')---
-----------------------------
1-
:: : .!! .. 
- .. .J 
Figure 1. US 42 over Sugar Creek in Gallatin County. 
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Figure 3. Cross-Sectional View of Proposed Embankment. 
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CONSOLIDATED UNDRAINED TRIAXIAL TEST 
LOCATION 20+00 117' RT. 
D EPTH 11.0'· 21.0' 
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Figure 4. Preconstruction Material Properti�s as 
Determined by Division of Materials. 
NOTII: If INDICATES FIELD VANE 
SHEAR TESTS. 
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Figure S. Section and Material Properties Used by Division 
of Materials for Slope Stability Analysis. 
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Figure 8. Stone Column Locations Staked and Flagged 
with Probe Beginning Penetration. 
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Figure 9. Probe Penetrating Foundation and Clearing 
Hole for Construction of a Stone Column. 
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Figure 10. Completion of a Stone Column. 
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APPENDIX A 
Design Calculations Presented 
by GKN Keller Incorporated 
40 
I. Stability Analysis 
A. Computer Stability Analysis with Given Soil Parameters Produces the 
-Following Data : 
Radius of Critical Slip Circle • 56.75 ft • 
Elevation of Failure Circle Center • 497. 00 ft.  
Elevation of Failure Cirele • 440.25 ft.  
(i. e .  At  Interface of very soft and soft clays) 
Total Driving Moment • 1294 Tons-ft. /ft.  
Total Resisting MOment • 873 Tons-ft . /f t .  
Existing Safety Factor ( Fs) - 873/1294 • o. 67 
Required Factor of Safety ( FR) 
Required Resist ing Moment 
• 1. 3 
• 1294 x 1. 3 • 1682 Tons-f t . /ft.  
B. Soil Parameters used in Calculatio ns 
1. �� 
Diameter (d) - 3 . 5  ft.  
Area (As) - 9 . 62 ft.
2 
S pacing (S) - 7 ft. 
Area Treated by Column (A) - 42 ft. 2 
Friction Angle <t.) 
Unit Weight • 3' s • 125 PCF 
2. Emba nkment 
A''erage Height (h) - 10 ft. 
Cohesion (C 1) • 800 PSF 
41 
Initial Friction Angle Cfl) 
Unit Weight (!1) 
Equivalent Friction Angle (¢1E) 
3. Very Soft Clay 
Cohesion (C2) 
Friction Angle (C2) or (C2E> 
unit Weight co2> 
c. Shear Force of Single Stone Column 
From Enclosed Design Manual: 
Load in a Single Stone Column c L • L1 + L2 + F 
To Calculate F: 
v - A(h - a) + a/3(A + As + VA'As I - o\sh 
where a • 5-d/2 x tan(45° + ¢1E/2) 
• 7 - 3.5/2 x tan(58.75°) 
- 1.75(1.63). 2.85 ft. 
• 125 PCF 
• 27.50 
• 100 PSF 
• 0 
• 110 PCF 
v • 42Clo- 2.85) + 2.85/3(42 + 9.62 + v'42(9.62>' > - 9.62Clo) 
• 300.3 + .95(71.7) - 96.2 • 272.2 ft.3 
Weight of Fill • V 1 • 272.2 x 125 • 34025 lbs. 
For Active Pressure Ka • 1/3, then 
F • V 1Ka tan�lE • 34025(1/3)(0.52) 
Thus L ., L1 + L2 + F 
• 5898 lbs 
• 2.94 Tons 
• 9.62(125)(10) + 9.62(15)(65/2000) + 2.94 
• 6.01 + 4.69 + 2.94 • 13.64 Tons 
42 
D. Additional Resisting Moment From 8 Rows of Stone Columns 
is given by: 
t.� • nR/S 8 
where n a Number of Column Rows 
R • Radius of Slip Circle 
S • Spacing 
8 • Additional Shear From Column 
MR • 8(56.75)/7 (13.64) • 864.65 Tons-ft./ft. 
Thus Safety Factor after Stone Columns • 873 + 884.65/1294 • 1,3671.3 
E. Stress Concentration Factor 
Lc • A- A 5/As[A5(h) + (F/ 1) / A- As(h) - (F/ 1ll 
• 42 - 9.62/9.62[(9.62(10) + 2.94(2000/125))/ (42 - 9.62(10)-2.94(2�§�)] 
• 3.36[(96.2 + 47.04)/(323.6 - 47.04)] • 1.75 
II. Settlement Analysis 
A. Prior to Soil Improvement 
Assume: 
Backfill 
Cohesive Layer 1 
Cohesive Layer 2 
Height (ft.) 
125(max) 
12 
13 
Density (PCF) 
125 
110 
112 
Modulus of 
Elasticity E(TSF) 
15 
30 
Consider No Significant Settlement in Underlying Layers 
1. Settlement (S) Strain (Height) 
Stress (Height)/ E 
Stress • Backfill Ht. ( )") 
2. 
Layer 1: S • 1.56(12) I 15 • 1.25' 
Layer 2: S • 1.56(13) I 30 • 0.66' 
s .. 1.93' - 23.2" 
• 125(25)/2000 
• 1.56 TSF 
Settlement 
From: 
(S) • Cc/1+e0 (H) 1og10 Po + AP/Po 
cc • •  009 <Lw - 10) 
• • 009 (36-10) 
• 0.25 
43 
Consol Curve From Bole 9@ 18' - 20' 
Cc •(e0 - •l)/(1og P1/P0) 
... 0.24 e0 • 0.93 
Thus S • . 25/1. 73 (25) [ log 1 2 . 5 (110) + 25(125) 1 12. 5 (10) • 3 . 24 log 3 . 27 
s • 3 . 24 ( . 51) - 1.65' • 19 . 8" 
Say Estimated Settl'Blllent at 22" 
B. Settlement Improvement 
1. Wet Process - Surface Backfill Placement 
Assume: Column Diameter 
Spacing 
Friction Angle 
Settlement 
- 3 . 5 '  • 7 '  X 61 • 45° • Settlement (untreated ) /  Imnroveme�t) -----yactor 1,n 
A • Gross Area • 7 '  x 6' • 42 ft. 2 
As • Column Area • ( 1 . 75) 2 • 9 . 62 ft. 2 
A/As • 42/9 . 62 • 4 . 4  
From Attached Chart (by Priebe) s • 22 I 2 . 8  • 7 . 9'' 
2 .  Dry Process - Bottom Feed Backfill 
Assume: Column Diameter • 3 '  
h - 2 . 8  
Spacing • 6.25 1 X 5 . 5 1  
A • 6.25'  X 5 , 5 '  • 34. 4  ft. 2 
As • 7 . 07 ft.  2 
A/As • 34 . 4  I 7 . 07 • 4 . 8 7  
From Chart n .. hl 
s • 22 I 2 . 1  • 8 . 1'' 
44 
C. Rate of Consolidation 
Assume: 
1. Coefficient of consolidation C • 10-3 cm21sec v 
2. At Least 3 Month Interval From Embankment Placement 
to Project Finish 
3 .  One Way Drainage (i.e. 2 5 ' )  in Soft Cohesive Soil 
C • T I t H2 v v 
1o-3 • Tv(25 x 12 x 2 . 54) 2 1 90 x 24 x 360o 
Tv • . 013 
Consol3 • 15% 
From Hansbo Sand Drain Design 
Assume: 
Triangular Spacing of 7' with Diameter • 3 . 5 '  
R • Effective Drain Radius • 0 . 525(7) • 3 . 68 '  
r • Drain Radius • 1 . 75'  
n • Rlr • 3 . 68/1 . 75 • 2 . 1 '  
Tr • Ch t/ 4R
2 • 10-3 (90 X 2 4  X 3600) 1 4 ( 3 . 68 X 12 X 2 . 54) 2 
• 7 . 8  X 103 I 5 X 104 
• 1.56 x 10-1 • 0 . 16 
From Hansbo Chart Sat Consol (UR) • 90% 
Then Conso1 (U) • 100 - 1/100( 100 - Uv) (100 - UR) 
• 100 - 8 . 5  • 91.5% 
In summary. it must be understood that the above calculations have been 
generated from a very limited amount of soil information and should be 
viewed with this fact im mind. 
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APPENDIX B 
Design Calculations Presented 
by Division of Materials , 
Department o f  Highways 
46 
Design Procedures 
Area Replacement Ratio, 
•
s • 0. 907 (datone/5)
2 
•• • 0.907 (3.5/7) 2 • 0. 227 
Stress Concentration, n • 3 
d
STONE • 3 • 5 '  
S • 7 '  c-c 
DE • 1 . 055 • 7.35' 
Corrections for Stress Concentration in Rock Column 
"'
stone • a
+.6cs '  
where 
a
stone 
• stress in atone column due to concentration of load, 
a • usual stress due to fill weight, 
.6o8 • change added to give atress concentration • 
.6a 8 • (M8-l) a 
Aoo • (us-1) YFi118Fi11 
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�. • n/ (l+(n-l)a8) • 3/ (1+(3-1)0.23) • 2 . 05 
Therefore: 
Ao� • (2. 05-1) (125 pcf)(27 ft. )  • 3560 psf 
lind 
Ostone • (125 pcf) (27 ft. ) + 3560 • 6935 
Assume a fictitious soil over rock column to model stress concentration. 
Its thickness of T is assumed to be 0 . 5  feet. Its unit weight is 
Aoa/T • 3560 psf/0.5 ft. • 7120 pcf 
Therefore for y of fictitious clay 
�c • 1/ (l+(n-1)a8) • 1/ (1+(3-1)0.23) • 0. 685 
and 
Aoc • (0. 685-1) .YFill Bn11 • -1063 psf 
and 
Yclay (fictitious) • -2126 pcf for 0. 5-foot layer. 
Calculation of Equivalent Stone Column Width and Spacing for Stability Analysis 
Width, W, of solid strip having same &rea and volume of stone : 
W • Ag/S 
Where 
A8 • Area of compacted atone • nD2/4 
• R(3.5)2 /4 
• 9 . 62 ft.2 
Therefore 
w .  9 . 62 ft. 2/ 7 . 0  ft • •  1 . 37 ft. 
Equivalent Spacing • A8/a8S • 9 . 62 ft. 2/ (0. 23x7) • 6.1 ft. 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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Settlement Calculations at Shoulder-Worst Case-Bad 
Soil Extending under Embankment 
Note: Conservative compared to literature on GKN Keller's method using 
Priefe ' s  charts. 
-x I +X 
v N. Pool 
E 
a 
v 
P-125 x·22 + 67.5 
X 5 • 3063 
y • 125 pcf 
yb 62. 6  pcf 
y .. 110 LL •  38 ;:.....- -....... - -a 01 • 6 X (110-62. 4) • 285 . 6  
e0 • . 9 3  Cc • 
y .  112 LL • 
e0 • . 89 . Cc • 
y • 125 LL • 
e0 • . 845 Cc • 
. 25 (Est. )... ....._ 
....... 
38 ' 
. 22 (From test) " 
24 
. 126 Est. 
- 0 • 571+7(112-67.4) • 918 o:z 
-a • 1266 + 11(62.6) • 1954.2 03 
Vertical Stress Comppnent , oz• ! [a 8 + x m] 
na 
NAVFAC DM 7-1 Fig. 5-2 
LAYER 1 
a - 3063 [54' en> + 54 '  (1.515 ) )  z (H)54' ' 
a1 .• 1. 515 RAD. 
a • H/4 RAD. 
3063 n 
Oz • -n- b; + 1.515) • 2243 
For Stress Concen . Factor Df J. Pc for clay • 
u .. 1 • 1 .. 685 c 1 + (n-1).23 1 + {3-1).23 -· -
OC • Oz X UC • 2243 X . 685 • 1536 
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Layer 2 
Layer 3 
Prim. Consolidation Layer 1 ,  St1 : 
Stl • f£__ log ( 0o + De ) H l+eo a 0 
• .25 log ( 286 + 1536 ) 12' • 1.25'  • 15" 1+.93 286 
-1 �4 u2 • Tan 1g • 1 .  23 RAD. 0 • 3063 "2 ""ii54 
n + (1.23) (54) ] 4 
8 • D/4 RAD. 
3063 -n- (2.018) • 1965 
log 
1
918 + 1965 (. 685) ) 14' • . 64 '  • 7 . 7" 918 . 
u3 • tan -
1 54 
37 
• . 97 RAD. Oz3 
• 3063 (!!_ + .97) • 1712 psf D 4 
8 • D/4 RAD. 
St • .126 
3 1:845 
log [1954 + 1712 (. 685) ) 22' • •  31' • 3 . 7" 1954 
Tot8.1. w/Ground Improvement • 15" + 7. 7" + 3. 7" • 26.4" 
At Shoulder 
38tt w/o improvement using Cc aetbod 
Empirical Formula from Experience 
St 26.4" 
• 685 • lolc • I • ·...-.m-- • • 695 • B •o 
baaed on 23" w/o imp. and e0 - ef method: 
therefore St • 16" based on 1Jc X S estimations 
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"Allowance for Smear &. Draillage" - HAVFAC DH-7. Pase 7-6-19 
"Where Sand (rock) Drain Design 1• based on eonaolidatioo teltl of 
doubtful quality or an aasumption of equal vertical aDd horizontal 
eoefftcient of consolidation, do not eorreet for amear or re.aldin&• 
Stone ColUIIIDa Acting as Sand Jlraina 
diameter (d) atone • 3.5'  
Effective diameter • 1.05 x apac:ins • d0 • 7.35'  
% Consolidation (Vr) 
20 
.50 
70 
90 
Tr (Radial Time Factor) 
.007 
. 02 .  
. 04  
.07 
C. • Cb • 0.2 ft. 2/day from consolidation teat 
ttO • (.07) (7. 35 ' )2 • 18.9 days -- 19 days 
. 2  
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Time-Settlement for Combined Vertical-Radial Drainage 
V • 100% - [ (100% - Vr) (100% - Vy) ) c: 
for t • 5 days 
!Radial - (5) (. 2) • . 0185 
(7. 35)2 
Vr • 40% 
for the top 25'  
Tvert • (5) (. 2) • . 0016 .•. Vv .
= 5% 
252 
vc - 1 . 00 - [ (1-. 4 ) (1- . 05 ) )  • � 
5 day 
t • 10 days 
t • 19 
TRADIAL • (10) ( . 2 )  • . 037 • •  Vr • 70% 
7 . 352 
Tvert • (10) ( . 2) • . 0032 ••• Vv : . 15 
252 
V0 • 1 - [ (1-. 7) (1-. 15) ) : 74% at 10 days 
da::!s 
TRADIAL • (19 ) ( .  2) - 0 . 07 
7 . 352 
Vr 
• 
90% 
Tvert • !19) P> • • 006 Vv 
• 
20% 
252 
V0 • 1- [ (1-. 2) (1- . 9 ) )  • 88% Say V0 : 90% 
VS. No Drainage 
t9o • (. 848) (25' )
2 • 2650 days • 7 . 3  yeara 
0.2  
5 2  
APPENDIX C 
Special Notes Applying 
to Stone Column Construction 
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J .  DESCRIPTION 
SPECIAL NOTE FOR STONE COLUMNS 
(EXPERIMENTAL) 
This work shall consist of subsurface soil rei nforcement by stone coluons 
fn accordance with these specifications and in reasonably close confonoity with 
the l ines, grade s ,  design, and diaensions shown on the plans or as di rected by 
the Engineer. 
Soil refnforceonent shall be perfonoed by constructing coonpacted stone 
columns within the fnsitu soil or soi l s  as specified herein. A bottoc feed or 
dry displacement process wi l l  not be a l l owed. 
The stone col umns shall be instal l ed by a company experienced in perforeing 
this type of work in the United States.  Acceptable companies are (1) GKN Kel ler 
Inc. , 6820 Benjami n Road, Tampa, Florida 33614, Tel ephone (813) 884-3441; or 
(2) Vibroflotation Foundation Company, Montrose Park, Montrose , Alabama 36559, 
Tel ephone (205) 928-1906. The subcontractor i nstal l i ng the stone col umns shall 
.. et al l the Department ' s  requi rements for prequal ffication before beginning 
work on the project. 
The Contractor shall furnish a l l  supervision, l abor, equiponent, .. terial s ,  
and engineering services necessary to perform a l l  subsurface soil rei nforc .. ent 
work. 
The stationing, l imits, pattern spacing, and approxi•ate depths for the 
stone colu.n work are shown on the plans. 
II. MATERIALS 
A. Working Pl atform. Aggregate for the work p latform shown on the plans 
shal l be made of free draining processed or natural •ateria l ,  and shall be one 
or .are of the fol l owing: Natural grave l ,  bl asted l imestone , bl asted sandstone , 
or any standard size coarse aggregate •eeting the requirements of Section 805 
except Dense Graded Aggregate, Size No. 610, No. 710 , No. 10, or Gravel Base. 
In addition, the 11aterial shall have no more than 5 percent passing the No. 100 
sieve i n  accordance with KM 64-602, and no individual fragment shal l be larger 
than 6 inches in any dionension. 
Although any of the l i sted .. teri als are acceptable, the Contractor sha l l  
be reoponsible for furni shing •aterial that w i l l  not affect o r  impede construc­
tion of the stone coluons. 
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The volu.e of aaterlal i n  the working plotfono that lies within the l i•lts 
of the earth core, as defined ehewhere In the contract , shal l Met the above 
requi reoents except the •axla1111 size of i ndividual fragments sha l l  not exceed 
3 Inches , and the aaterlal •hall not I nterfere with the driving of pi les. 
B. Stone Col1101ns. Aggregate used In the stone col .. ns shall be crushed 
l iaestone aeeting the general requi reaents of Section 805 of the Departaent ' s  
1983 Standard Speclflcotlons , and -.y be size No. 2 or No. 3. 
C. Geotext l l e  Fabri c .  Geotextlle fabric placed beneath the working p l ot­
fonn shall aeet the require11ents of Table I I I  of the Departaent ' s  Speclol 
Provision No. 39A (83), Geotextlle Construction. The fabric shall be Insta l l ed 
as specified i n  Section I I I . E  of Special Provision No. 39A (83), except the long 
diMension sha l l  be placed noraal to the centerline and sewing of all fabric 
joints i s  required. 
When geotextlle fabric Is required between the working platfonn and sl ope 
protection, this fabric sha l l  also aeet the requl reaents of Table I of Special 
Provision No. 39A (83). 
I I I .  CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
A. Working Pl atform. The entire area on which the working pl otfonn Is to 
be constructed sha l l  be covered by a separation l ayer of geotextlle fabric 
before material for the working pl atform I s  placed. The working pl atform shall 
then be placed to the l i nes and grades shown on the plans. 
If the working platform I!IOterial the Contractor e lects to furnish Is 
composed of •aterial having SO percent or �re passing the No. 4 sieve. 
geotextl l e  fabric shall be pl aced between the working platfono and the specified 
s l ope protection. 
B.  Stone Columns. Prior to the start of the stone colUMn production work, 
5 test stone columns shall be Installed at locations determined by the Engi neer 
for the purpose of establ ishing quality control procedures. The test col 111ns 
sha l l  be l ocated so they aay be used I n  the fi nal construction. 
Stone col ... ns shall be Installed by jetted vibratory probes capable of 
generating not less than 20 tons of centrifugal force. The •inilulll double 
uplitude (peak to peak aeasure11ent) of the probe tip shall be not less than 
10 om when the probe Is in a freely s uspended position. These probes shall be 
capable of producing and/or c011plying with the following: 
(1) Produce holes concentric with Indicated coluan locations within 6 
i nches tolerance at the ground surface. 
(2) Create a hole by penetrating working platform and the lnsltu soils to 
the specified elevation. The probe length shall be such as to extend 
from working elevation to bott011 of column and have external .. rkings 
at one foot Increments to enable aeasureaent of penetration and 
re-penetration depths . 
(3) Use f l ow of water sufficient to widen the holes to produce adequate 
space around probe for stone place .. nt. 
(4) Compact the aggregate , which has been i ncrementally added Into the 
hole and forcing the stone radially I nto the surrounding insltu soi l s ,  
by aeans o f  displ acement i n  combi nation with horizontal vibration. 
(Stone i ncrements shall not exceed 2 feet In depth. ) 
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(5) A aotor driving an eccentric aass ,  which shall be located fn the lower 
end of the probe, shall be capable of producing the required vibra­
tional characteristics. 
Stone col ... ns shall be Insta l l ed so that each c011pl oted eolian wi l l  be 
continuous throughout Its l ength, and shal l be constructed to the bottom 
elevation shown on the plans. for any group of SO consecutively installed stone 
column&, the average effective di ueter shall not be less than the effective 
di���eter shown on the plans, and not aore than one stone col..,n In this group 
shall hove an average effective di aateter saaller than the specified diueter 
•i nus 0. 3 foot. 
In the event that subsurface obstructions are encountered during construc­
tion of a stone column, which cannot be penetrated with reasonabl e  effort, the 
stone column shall be constructed following the specified procedures fro11 the 
obstruction to the surface of the working pl atform. The Engineer aay di rect the 
construct;on of a replacement stone column at another location. 
The Enginee r ' s  detenoination of the qual ity and adequacy of workllanship 
empl oyed I n  installation of the stone columns In the various areas wi l l  Include 
consi deration of the Contractor's consi stent use of the 1ame procedures ,  
.. thods , and construction perforaance rates a s  those used I n  i nstal l i ng 
initial ly acceptable stone columns. 
IV. CONSTRUCTION RECORDS 
The Contractor sha l l  provide COAlpetent and qual i fied per5onnel to contin­
uously observe and furnioh to the Engineer recorded logs of the fol lowing data 
to be obtained during the stone column instal l ation: 
(a) Elevation of top and bottom of each stone colu.n. 
(b) Horizontal vibration resi stance devel oped by the probe, by i nstrument 
reading. A continuous graphical record of the amperage of the probe 
•otor sha l l  be kept for all  columns. The date and column i dentifica­
tion shall be kept on each record. 
(c) The volu.e of stone used I n  each col .. m shall be determined by the 
Contractor and the effective di .. eter calcul ated, assuming the 
in-place density of the otone to be 95 percent of the laboratory 
compacted density. On the 5 test columns, and one other column each 
working day, the volume and effective diameter shall be determined for 
each i ncrement of column length of 3 to 5 feet throughout · the column. 
The volumes and di a110ters of a l l  columns shal l be determined and 
furnished to the Engi neer for review as the work fo performed. 
Y. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
The · acceptably constructed working platform wi l l  be .. asured i n  cubic 
yard s ,  and the final quantity wi l l  be the design quantity i ncreased or decreased 
by authorized adjustments as specified In subsection 204 . 11 . 01 and 204. 11. 02 of 
the 1983 Standard Specifications. No additional paYMnt wi l l  be aade for extra 
aaterfal that ••Y be required due to subsi dence during plac ... nt of the working 
platform. 
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The accepted quantity of atone col UIIns , including test col����ns ,  the 
constructed portion of obstructed coll•ns, and replocuent col 1111ns , wi l l  be 
.. asured i n  l i near feet of coluons complete-in-place. HeosureMent wi l l  be fro. 
the bott010 of ooch coluon to the top of the working surfoce. Heasu...,..nt wi l l  
be to the nearest 0 . 5  foot. 
Geotextl l e  fabric placed beneath the working plltfora, and between the 
working pl atform ond slope protection i f  requi red, wi l l  be considered incidental 
to the working platfara and wi l l  not be aeasured for separote poyaent. 
VI. BASIS OF PAYMENT 
Working platfal"'l wi l l  be paid for at the contract unit price per cubic 
yard, which shal l be ful l compensation for all  labor, equipment, 11teri a l 5 ,  and 
incidenta l s  necessary to construct the working pl atfano. 
Stone col ... ns wll. l be paid far at the contract unit price per l inear foot 
wh i ch price shal l be full compensation far developn>ent of •tone cal .. n holes; 
far furnishing and placing oggregate ; far providi ng records and lags ; and far 
providing 1 1 1  labor, tool s ,  equipment, •aterials , and incidentals necessa� to 
c011plete the work. 
Payment wi l l  be 11de under: 
Poy Item 
Working Pl otfano 
Stone Co han 
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Pay Unit 
Cubic Yord 
Linear Foot 
September 26, 1983 
APPENDIX D 
Field Inspection and Guide 
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CHAI'TfR V 
FIELD INSPECTION AND GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
Insuring proper construction of s tone columns in the field i s  a very 
import3nt but often neglected aspect. Thorough field surveillance by both 
the owner and contractor is essential in the construction of stone columns. 
Further, good communication should be maintained at all times between the 
inspection personnel, cont.:ractor, project engineer and the Uesigner. This. 
chapter considers j ust the construction and inspection of vibro-replacem�nt 
stone columns which are the only type used to date within the United States. 
Further, the aspects of construction monitoring are dir(!cted towards the 
use of electrically povered vibrators , which have been the only type unit 
used in the United States t o  date. 
STONE COLUMN lllSPECTION 
Stone column construction in the past has usually been considered by 
owners and designers a somewhat "mysterious11 operation. with the inspector 
often having only a general idea of proper construction sequence and 
t echnique . The general construction of stone columns by the vibro­
replacement and other techniques is discussed in detail in Chapter 1 1 .  ln 
this section, a summary is first given of important stone column 
construction/inspection aspects. This summary is followed by a detailed 
guide suitable for use by field pecsonnel for the inspection of stone 
column construction. 
Summary of Important Construction Aspects 
1. Inspection reC'.ords should be carefully analyzed for di fferences in 
t imes from one column to the next to both construct the hole 01nd the t:>tone 
column. Any significant differences may indicate (1) n change in construc­
tion technique, (2) a change in soil properties, or (3) collapse of tht! hole. 
If changes are found, determine iD�udiolte!y the probable cause. 
2. Vu11-i119 cot�> t.Jwct.ian .i11 4un t gJLawtd .the pJLobe 61wuld be lent .in the 
hole a1: 4U .time.> at�d fMge. �=tt.U..ir.. o 6  wa.teA ru.ed to hel.p .iMu,\e I 1 )  
A:tab.ili..ty o 6  the l!ofe and ( 2 1  a clean 4.Wne column due t:o .the JLemoval. u 6  
6..ine..6 and Oltga.n.ice-.L An uver.:�g� o f  approxirn.ltely 3, 000 t o  4 . 000 gal./hr. 
(11-1 5 m3/hr) o f  water should he used clurlng construc ;i·>n; more water i .s  
requln�d durlnr, j e t t ing u f  till! hull!, w l t h  rile quantit t Pf wa t er decreasing 
,;:.s Llw col umil cc>un�s up. 1 
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3. The initial construction of a stron& base at the bottom of the atone 
column is important to insure proper performance. Therefore, additional 
penetrations of the probe are desirable together vi th extra care ill construc­
tion during compaction of the first aeveral increments of atoue column 
backfill. When stone is first dumped down the hole acme of it will probably 
penetrate into the soft clay surrounding the hole near the surface. There­
fore, the diameter of the column at the base vill not be as large as calcu­
lations indicate. 
4. The o��wvtu�e o 6 une.xpec.ted pea.t I.D.yei!J> �hould be lvwught tD .the 
U..di.ate attvt.ti.on o6 .the pltl>ject en,9-UteeA o.nd the du.i9neA. The presence 
of peat layers has been found to cause problems in the performance and con­
atruction of atone columns. As a rule-of-thumb, the thickness of a peat 
layer should be no greater than the diameter of the column. If a peat layer 
is encountered of thickness greater than the &tone column diameter, two 
probes ean be fastened together to construct a large diameter atone column. 
S. If organics such as peat are encountered caution ahould be exer­
cised to flush this material out of the hole; eztra flushings are necessary 
to assure proper removal of the peat. These extra flushings may enlarge the 
diameter of the hole in the peat and increase the stone take in this area. 
The atone column should be built as rapidly as possible in peat, ailts and 
aensitive soils . 
6.  If localized areas o f  very 8oft soils are encountered, it  .ay be 
desirable to use a coarse gradation such as Alternate No. 2 siven in the 
Guide Specifications if rapid construction does not solve the problem. 
� Stone may "hang up" in the hole before it gets to the bottom. To 
prevent this and to clean out any soil vhich may have been knocked loose, 
the probe ohould be lifted and dropped (stroked) 6 to 10 ft. (2 to 3 m) 
aeveral times after the stone has been added. Note: If the hole collapses 
while the probe has been lifted. the probe will not return to the correct 
•. d!ll!!.:....-!!!£ ... th£ ... PlE�ld not be lifted completely out of the hili- d�:�ng 
wtroking. 
8. �en the power consumed by the vibrator motor reaches the speci­
fied value, this primarily means that good contact exists between the probe 
and the atone� Reaching the specified power consumption alone is therefore 
not a complete guarantee construction is satisfactory and a high density has 
been achieved;  it does not eliminate the need for carefully watching the 
entire construction sequence. Power consumption as defined by ammeter 
reading is, however, a useful field control that can be continuously .ani­
tared. Also it tends to keep the operator alert and encourases him to do 
a conscientious job. 
9. In constructing stone columns in aand getting the required ampere 
draw on the motor is usually no problemi in soft clays it can be. The crane 
operator can build up misleadingly large amp readings by dumping excessive 
quantities of atone into the hole, and then quickly dropping the probe. 
Such a practice should not be permitted. 
10. In general larger horsepower vibrators require more amps either in 
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the unluat.lec.l (free standing) position or lo.:..�t.h�d as they cunst rut.·t a stone 
column. Fot· cxLlmple, one 175 horseJIOWer vll>rator draws 130 amps in t h e  
unloaded condition. Obviously a sp�cification requi rement o f ,  say, 30 amps 
which has been often used in the past has no meaning for the very large 
horsepower vibrators now coming into use. Therefore, the recommendation is 
given subsequently in the specifications section to use as a minimum the 
free s tanding amp reading plus at least 40 additional amps during construc­
t ion of the column. Further, a total amp reading of less than 80 ahou!d 
probably not be permitted to insure minimum equipment capability. 
11. M an .lmpoJttan.t 4upptemen.t �o .the ammueJt M.ading , CJVLe6uUy wa.toh 
.the amoun-t o 6  Jr.epene.t/La.t.ion o 6  �he pii.Dbe anteJt 4Wne ho.• been added w .the 
ho.te. The 6./.M� Jr.epene.tJr.a.tion 4hou.td e<-tend t1111.ough �'" nwty p.taced •wne, 
wUh lut. pene,tJLa..t.i.on oc.c.u.IVLi.ng on .6UC.Ce.66.i.ve Jtepene.tuticm&. Some engineers 
feel good repeoetration is even more importa.nt than the ammeter reading. 
Inspection Guidelines for Stone Column Construct io� 
A discussion o f  critical terms in inspecting stone columns was given in 
the preceding section. The following checklist serves as a general guide 
for inspec�ion personnel to systematically monitor stone column construction. 
Construction of stone columns requires special equipment and technical 
expertise. Construction of stone columns should only be undertaken by con­
tractors experienced in this type work. 
I .  VIBR0-REPI.ACE.M£NT INSTALLATION EQUIPMENT: 
The following items are to be check�d or noted: 
1. Type o f  vibro-replacament equipment a s  specified in contr�ct 
2. Vibrator Characteristics 
a. Diameter of vibtator barrel (in /mm) 
b .  Diameter o f  vibrator including stabilizing flns (in /mm) 
c. Length of vibrator and follower tubes ( f t  /m) 
ci. Horsepower 
e .  Amplitude of free vibration (mm) 
f. Frequency of vibration (rpm) 
g. Eccentric momen t 
h. Jets 
(i) Numbur and location of j e t s  
(ii � lnsitlc diameter of jets 
3. Water Supply tu Vibr<ILur 
D. Pump lYJlf'_ .:..�nd c, pnd LY 
lr. Supp l y  1 1 1w typ� omc.l J n�idt: di.:lmt:tt:r 
c .  Gt·m�l·a l t'ltllc.l f t J un of water supply l i ne (condit j on 11f hoses. 
I Cilk: : ,  ,·un s t r l c t l uu,.• . t•t c . )  
d .  fluau t l l  y u t  wollt•r ust•tl 1''-'r liuur 
��. Opt!rnr In}� ,,n•mmn• 
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II. CRUSHED STONE: 
The following i tems are to be periodically checked as provided for 
in the specificat ions or as considered ne cessary: 
1. Contamination o f  t h e  stone a s  it comes from t h e  supplier including 
weak aggregate, sand, organics, or other deleterious materials. 
2 .  Gradation of the stone and other applicable requirements a s  set 
forth in the specifications. 
3. General contamination o f  t h e  stone due to t h e  method of s tock­
piling and moving i t  on site. 
III . SAND WORKING PLATFORM: 
The follc wing items are to be periodically checked as provided for 
in the &J•ecifications or as considered n�cessary in t.he field: 
' 
1. Sand working platform thickness 
2. Gradation of sand 
J. Construction of the platform should be conducted so as to cause 
a minimum amount of disturbance to the underlying soils. For 
example, the working platform should be constructed by pushing 
the sand out onto the soft soil from the completed platform using 
light equipment. 
4. l f  a g�otextile is r,�quired below t h e  sand blankt::!t i t  sho1Jld meet 
specifications including ll'lateria.l t�pe (nylon, plj)lye:$.ter. poly­
propylene, polyethylene, etc. ) ,  manufacturing process (wo.ven, 
nonwoven, heat bonded, needle punched, e:tc. ) ,  material weight und 
strength. 
IV. CALIBRATION FOR QUANTITY OF STONE: 
To permit estimating the in-situ diameter of the stone column after 
construction ·the following data is required: 
1. Determine the maximum and minimum density of the stone following 
ASTM Method C29 before stone column construction begins . 
2.  Determine the volume of t h e  bucket to b e  used t o  place the aggr�­
gate in the jetted stone column hole. 1'he bucket volume can l,e 
dete rmined from the manufacturers' literat ure or by filling 1� 
with a known quantity of water or loose aggrega t e .  
V. STONE COLUMN INSl'ALLATION: 
The following iteiDH should be checked or noted during the installation 
o f  euch stone column: 
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1 .  Record the stone colUlllJl number, and the date and time instal la-
tion begins. 
2 .  Record the time required to form the hole. 
3. Record the stone colulDll length .ond bottom tip elevation. 
4 .  Observe after jetting that the hole i s  properly flushed out before 
the stone is placed.  The hole i s  flushed out by r,oising and drop­
ping the vibrator a t  least 10 ft . (3 m) as provided in the speci­
fications . 
. S .  Observe that the vibrator is left in the hole during placement 
of the stone. 
6. Observe during stone placement that a good upward flt,w 
(3000-4000 gph1 or 11-15 m 3/hr average) of water is maintained- a t  
all times to avoid possible colla;tse o f  the hole." The upward flow 
is provided by keeping the j ets roUnning on the sides of the 
vibrator. 
7. Observe that after the stone is dumped down the hole the vibrator 
i s  lifted and dropped (stroked) a short distance (6 to 10 f t ,  �r 
2-3 m) s everal times to insure the stone reaches the bottom and 
does not arch across the hole; the vibrator should not be com­
pletely removed from the hole during stroking. 
8.  Estimate the lift thickness placed being sure i t  confot""mS with 
specifi cations. 
9. Observe that the vibrator goes through the recently placed lift 
o f  stone during the first penetration; uddltional repenetrations 
should have �:>mailer penetration depths into the 11ft. 
10. The specified ·reading on the ammeter should be developed during 
the construction of each lif t .  A continuouS tccord of the ammeter 
reading may be made by the contractor. Thi� t'ecord should be 
periodically checked to be sure the equiproer, t ;oper.:1tor is satis­
fying the ammeter specification. 
11. Record the total number of buckets of stone required to construct 
each stone column. Also. keeping a record of the number of b uckets 
placed in selected lengths of column (and hence the quantity of 
stone used per unit length) permits estimating the approximate 
diameter of the s tone column as a function of depth. Determining 
the variation of s tone column diameter with depth is desirable 
to obtain an indication of possible problem strata and the physi­
cal mechanics of the construction process. Therefore, for most 
jobs the detailed records necessary to define the variation of 
diameter with depth should be kept during installation o f  at least 
the first few s tone columns and for selected columns thereafter. 
If )lrohlems ."lrc antlcipatt-d Uurinz instalhtion of subsequent 
collmms1 detailed rc�ords of stone consumption �hould be kept for 
each stone colunu1. 
12. Record the tolal time rcquir�c..l to construct each stone colUIIIf\. 
13. Carefully observe e::tch s tone column after construction and mea­
sure the diameter. (Note: Jiccause of low overburden pressure and 
ero�:>ion, the c..li amctcr a t  tiJI:" �urfl C� is generally larger than the 
average � I umctc r . )  
1 4 .  Note any unul-iu;d (lhenmnenon during o r  :Jftcr construction; for 
example, t he !>uludc.JP.ncc of a stone column. CX.CCblSi v� t .i.n.es 
required tu form the hu l l!  c'n· t�onstruct the stone coJwnn. or thc 
prcHet1cc of undcrgound nhstructions. The occurrence of any o f  
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these problems or other unusual events should be immediately called 
to the attention of the project engineer. 
15. Note the technique , equipment and adequacy of the method used to 
penetrate any obstructions. 
16. Call the presence of natural gas or unusual odors to the iMmediate 
attention of the project engineer and the contractor. 
17. Record general comments concerning th� adequacy o f  the overall 
construction process including flushing the hole. keeping the 
probe in the hole during stone placement and maintaining upward 
flow of water, repenetrating the stone and achieving the specified 
ammeter reading. Any continuing problems should be brought to the 
a ttention of the project engineer and the designer. 
VI. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Periodically inspect the site to insure the plans and specifications 
are being met with regard L.o a.ll environmental requirements and 
restrictions including any siltation ponds , straw or fabric silt 
barriers, and general disposal of the effluent from the construction 
proj ect. Immediately inform the Project engineer of any problt:.ms 
with meeting environmental s i te requirements. 
VII .  GENERAL RECORDS 
The inspector should keep up to date the follo�ing records: 
1e A table summarizing the project status including: stone column 
number, date of constr�ction. &tone cal� �ength. �V�{a$e di4-
meter, diameter a t  the surface, total quantity of stone used, 
total construction time, time to j � t . hole, and time to plac� 
and densify stone column. 
2. A plan of the stone columns showing as a minimum the location 
and number of each stone column . date completed, total quantity 
of stone used and total construction time. Each complet�d stout! 
column should be colored in red on the drawing. 
3. Maintain a record on a weekly basis indicating the general 
adequacy of the environmental controls and construction progrl:!::r.s 
o f  the proj ect. Also. periodically take photographs for a per­
moment record of the site showing the condition of th� site with 
respect to cnvi runn·en tal considerations, equipment ,  and any 
special features. 
STONE CULUMN SP�CI FICATIONS 
A review was made of a number of speci fications used on pa�t projects 
for the construction of stone columns (106 } .  Spec:ifications o f  tldt> type 
can be written to fol low either of the following two er.tremes or can bt: 
somewhere in between : 
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1. Detailed specifications completely defining each step of the 
cons truction process such as the Alaska Specifications or the 
Xavala Specifications [106]. 
2. End result specifications which require the Specialty contractor 
to improve the site to, for example, support a certain design 
bearing pressure or not exceed a specified settlement ;  the 
Vancouver Specifications [106] are an example of this extreme. 
Unless trial stone columns have been constructed beforehand, giving 
too much detail in the specifications is probably not the best approach 
in most instances. Under these conditions the Specialty contractor should 
have some latitude in the equipment used, and details of the construction 
operation. On the other hand, for ground improvement projects utilizing 
s tone columns designed by the owner or his representative, specifying an end 
resul t ,  considering the many uncertainties associated with stone column con­
s truction, would not be appropriate either. The specifications given are 
intended as a general guide for stone column projects where end result 
specifications are not used. These specifications indicate generally 
accepted construction practices. The gui.de .6peci6Lc.a.t.i.on.6 .t.hould be modi.-
6<-ed a.1 necU41V!y tlJ mee.t the 4pec<.o.t Jtequ.Ur.eme.n.t.l o 6  ea.c.h pltOject and the 
phil.o¢ophy o 6 the du.i.gnelt. Only qualified Specialist contractors should be 
selected to perform stone column work. 
A. GENERAL 
GUWE SPECIFICADONS FOR STOllE COLUAWS 
Ground improvement shall be performed by constructing stone columns 
formed by deep Vibratory compaction using imported crushed stone (or gravel) . 
The principal items of work included in these specifications arel : 
1 . Construction of stone columns, complete in-place including layout. 
2. Furnishing crushed stone (or gravel) as required for the stone 
columns. 
3. Furnishing equipmen t ,  electrical power , water and any other neces­
sary items for stone column installation. 
4. Control and disposal of surface water resulting from stone column 
construction operations. 
S .  Construction of sand (or stone) working platform and necessary 
access to site (this may be included under another contract) . 
6.  Construction and removal of silt settling ponds or similar 
facilities as required, and the regrading of the site as required. 
7. Stockpiling and disposal of silt from the site if necessary. 
8. Load testing of stone columns as specified. 
The installation o"f all stone columns under the contract shall be the 
responsibility of one Specialist contractor. No part of the contract may 
lsite clearing and grading are not included. 
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aub-let without prior approval of the Engineerl. The Specialist contractor 
•hall furnish all supervision, labor, equipment, materials and related 
-ngineering &ervices necessary to perform all subsurface ground improvement 
work. 
The Specialist contractor shall state in his bid the type and number of 
vibroflots and his general method of operation including construction 
achedule. 
B. REQUIREMENTS OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 
Prevention of Nuisance. The Specialist contractor shall comply with 
all laws. ordinances, and other regulatory requirements governing the work 
including those pertaining to the prevention of nuisance to the public and 
adjoining property owners by noise, impact, vibration, dust, dirt, water, 
and other causes. The contractor shall immediately discontinue any con­
s truction or transportation method that creates any such nuisance, and per­
form the work by suitable lawful methods at no extra cost to the owner. 
Disposal of Water. The Specialist contractor shall (1) meet all appli­
cable laws and regulations concerning surface runoff, siltation, pollution 
and general disposal of the effuent from the construction of the stone 
columns and general site work. (2) Construct and relocate temporary ditches, 
awales, banks, dams, and similar facilities as necessary to control the flow 
of surface water during the work. Remove them when no longer required, and 
regrade the affected areas for acceptable drainage as specified for site 
grading. (3) Construct silt settling ponds as required in locations indi­
cated or approved. Ensure that earth banks and water control devices are 
safely designed and prevent inadvertent discharge into watercourses off the 
site. Stockpile and dispose of all silt as approved by the Engineer. (4) 
Remove settling ponds and other structures when no longer required and 
regrade the areas for acceptable drainage as specified for site grading. 
C. MATERIALS 
The Specialist contractor shall notify the Engineer in writing of 
propOsed sources for rock and sand at least 14 days before importation 
operations begin. This material will be sampled at the source and tested 
by the Owner/Engineer to determine compliance with the requirements speci­
fied. The rock and sand shall be brought to the site only after receiving 
written authorization from the Owner. 
Stone. The crushed stone (gravel) for column backfill shall be clean, 
hard,�athered stone free from organics, trash, or other deleterious 
saterials. When subjected to the magnesium sulfate soundness test (ASTM 
C88) , the percent weight loss shall be not more than 15 percent. When 
tested according to ASlll Cl31 the crushed stone (gravel) shall have maximum 
loss of 45 percent at 5000 revolutions. The gradation shall conform to 
1The Engineer is used throughout the specifications to indicate the desig­
aated representative of the owner. 
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the following for the vibro-replacement procesal: 
Sieve 
Size Alternate No. 1 Alternate No. 2 Alternate No. 3 
(ins . )  Percent Passing Percent Passing Percent Passing 
Alternate No. 4 
Percent Passing 
4 100 
3 . 5  9D-100 
3. 0  9D-100 
2.5  25-100 100 
2 . 0  40-90 100 65-100 
1 . 5  D-60 
1 . 0  2 20-100 
0.75 0-10 D-10 10-55 
0.50 0-5 D-5 D-5 
The Owner shall furnish laboratory test results obtained by him or his 
designated representative for the following tests: 
(a) Gradation in accordance with AASHTO T-27. 
(b) Specific Gravity in accordance with ASTM Cl27 
(c) Density of loose stone in accordance with ASTM C29. 
(d) Density of compacted stone in accordance with ASTI1 C29. 
A new series of tests may be performed for each 2000 tons , or as required by 
the Engineer, of stone or sand furnished from each source. 
Sand. The sand used for the working pl&tform shall be hard, natural 
or manufactured sand free from organics, trash or other deleterious materials. 
The sand shall be well-graded,  contain less than 15 percent passing the 
Number 200 sieve , and have a mean diameter of at least 0.2  mm. 
Approval of Stone and Sand. Both the crushed stone (gravel) and sand 
source shall be approved in writing by the Engineer before it is imported 
to the site. 
Water. Fresh , brackish, or sea water or any combination, free of all 
subst� deleterious to the work may be used. 
lrn general, Alternate No .• 1 or No. 2 gradation is recommended. For very 
soft organic zones , Alternate No. 2 and rapid construction should be tried; 
if this does not work use Alternate No. 3. Alternate No. 2 or No. 4 can 
be used if a large topsize aggregate is not available. A specific grada­
tion should be selected by the Owner and written into the specifications 
based on site conditions and available stone gradations. 
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J), EQUIPMENT AND IIE'IIIODS 
At the beginning of the project 1 , test atone columns ahall be installed 
at locations designated by the Engineer, for the purpose of establishing 
quality control procedures. 
Vibrator. Stone columns shall be installed by jetting, using vibratory 
probes 1� to 19 in. (36G-�80 .. ) in diameter (not including the fins ) .  The 
Yibrator shall have an eccentric mass located in the lower part of the probe 
which shall be capable of developing the required vibration characteristics 
at a frequency of 1600 to 3000 rpm. The vibrator ahall be driven by a sotor 
having at least a 60 hp2 rating that is capable of developing a �nimum cen­
trifugal force, in atarting, of 15 tons gyr�ting about a vertical axis. 
The minimum double amplitude (peak to peak measurement) of the probe tip 
ahall be not less than ten (10) mm in the horizontal direction vhen the probe 
is in a free suspended position. Note: These rather seneral requirements 
on the vibrator are aatisfied by �st available probes; field tests are 
needed to define the best vibrator for atone column construction. 
Installation. The construction technique and probe ahall be capable 
of producing and/or complying with the following: 
1. Produce approximately circular holes. 
2 .  The probe and follower tubes shall be o f  aufficient length to 
reach the elevations ahown on the plans. The probe, used in com­
bination with the flow rate and available pressure to the tip jet, 
shall be capable of penetrating to the required tip elevation. 
Preboring of stiff lenses, layers or strata ia permitted. 
3.  The probe shall have visible external markings at  one (1) foot 
increments to enable measurement of penetration and repenetra­
tion depths . 
4.  Provide for aupplying to the tip of the probe a aufficient quantity 
of washwater to widen the probe hole to a diameter at least 12 in. 
(305 mm) greater than the probe to allow adequate apace for atone 
backfill placement around the probe. The flow of water from the 
bott� jet ahall be maintained at all times during backf1�ling to 
prevent_ . caving or collapse of the hole and to form a clean atone 
co!umn. An average flow of 3000 to 4000 gph (ll-15 m3/hr) of 
water shall be maintained throughout construction. The flow rate 
Will aenerally be areater as the hole is jetted in, and decrease 
as the atone column comes up. 
1iefer to Chapter VII f�r a discussion of load testing. 
2Several competent contractors believe that for atone column construction in 
veak aoils the horaepower, centrifugal force, and vibration amplitude are 
less important than in the densification of aand. They feel more relaxed 
apecifications can therefore be used for stone column construction than for 
aand densification. 
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s .  After forming the hole, the vibrator ahall be lifted up a ainimum 
of 10 ft. (3 m), dropped at least twice to flush the hole out . The 
probe ahall not, however, be completely removed from the bole. 
6 .  Form the column by adding atone to fill the hole in 24 to 48 in. 
(0.61-1.22 m) lifts. Compact the stone aggregate in each lift 
by repenetrating it at least twice With the horizontally vibrating 
probe so as to density and force the stone radially into the sur­
rounding in-situ soil. The stone in each increment shall be 
repenetrated a sufficient number of times to develop a minimum 
ammeter reading on the motor of at least 40 amps more than the 
free-standing (unloaded) ampere draw on the uotor l , but no less 
than 80 amps total. 
7. Stone columns shall be installed so that each completed column 
will be continuous throughout its length. 
During construction, if the stone columns are consistently over or under 
the average effective diameter2 of feet, as defined in Section E, and the 
workmanship and material have been c:c)nsistent �th those used in previously 
acceptable work, this may indicate that the soil conditions have changed 
from those encountered during the earlier work. The Contractor shall cease 
operations in the immediate area of work and notify the Engineer . The 
Engineer will make a determination of whether it is necessary and the extent 
to which it is necessary, .to adjust the pattern and spacing. 
Erosion of Working Platform. If erosion of upper granular working plat­
form material occurs, the depr�ssions shall be backfilled with sand which 
meets the specification for the working platform. Such backfilling shall be 
at the Contractor ' s  expense. 
The working surface shall be cleaned at the completion of the stone 
column construction of all unsuitable materials washed up from the stone 
column holes. Such unsuitable materials include clay or silt lumps, wood 
fragments or other organic matter. If, in the opinion of the Engineer, 
these materials create "soft spots" or zones of compressibility or weakness 
in connection with the placement of overlying embankment materials, these 
unsuitable materials shall be disposed of in a manner approved by the 
Engineer. 
Workmanship. The Engineer ' s  determination of the quality and adequacy 
of workmanship employed in installation of the stone columns in the various 
areas will include consideration of the Contractor 's consistent use of the 
same procedures, methods, and construction performance rates as those used 
in installing initially acceptable stone columns. 
lRefer to the section on Stone Column Inspection in this chapter for a dis­
cussion of the ltmitations of using ampere reading to control construction. 
2The diameter of the constructed stone column varies with many factors 
including construction equipment ,  technique and also the site conditions; 
refer to Chapter VII. 
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E .  TOLERANCES 
Location. No vibration center or stone column shall be more than 4 in. 
(100 sm) (10 in. or 250 mm for embankment stabilization vork) off its cor­
rect center location at the working platform level as ahown on the approved 
plans, except as specified in Section F. The axis of the stone column shall 
Dot be inclined from the vertical by more than 2 in. in 10 ft. (50 mm in 3 m) 
aa indicated by the tilt of vibrator and follower tubes. 
For any group of SO consecutively installed stone columns, the average 
diameter over its length shall not be less than feet, and not more than 
one atone column in this group shall have an average effective diameter over 
i t s  length of less than 90 percent of the average diameter for the group . 
If the columns do not meet the above requirements then the installation 
operation must be adjusted to produce the specified diameters or, if 
approved by the Engineer, the stone column spacing decreased at the 
Specialists contractor' s  expense to give the same percentage of area improved 
with stone columns. 
During construction, if the stone columns are consistently over or 
under an average effective diameter of feet and the workmanship and 
material have been consistent with thos�used in previously acceptable work, 
the Engineer may direct to change the operation as the soil conditions may 
have changed. 
The average effective stone column diameter shall be calculated using 
the inplace density of the stone and the weight of stone used to fill the 
hole. For calculation of constructed column diameter, the inplace density 
shall be assumed to be equal to 80 percent of the relative density deter­
mined by using the loose and compacted densities of the stone as specified 
in Section c . l  The weight of stone required to construct the stone column 
shall be based on the equivalent number of full buckets dumped down the hole 
and the loose stone density determined in Section C .  
F. OBSTRUCTIONS 
A 15 in. (380 mm) maximum horizontal deviation from indicated column 
location will be allowed without prior authorization from the Engineer when 
an obstruction is encountered; the presence of any obstruction shall be 
reported to the Engineer and described in the records. When a deviation 
areater than 15 in. (380 mm) is caused by an obstruction, the contractor 
shall stop work, move to another compaction point and immediately notify the 
Engineer. The Engineer may at his option authorize one or several of the 
following: (l) position the compaction point a abort distance away from 
the original position, (2) additional compaction points to bridge the 
obstruction, (3) remove •the obstruction, replace removed soils, and again 
jet the column hole in the indicated location or (4) perform' other removal 
or relocation operations. The owner will pay the Contractor for authorized 
1A better a�proach would be to use the measured inplace density of the stone 
eolumn. At the present time data is not available on the variation of 
density with depth within the stone column. 
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Work to remove obstructions or for performing directed relocation opera­
tions, except shifting the compaction point, based on accepted contract 
unit prices. 
G. CONSTRUCTION RECORDS 
The contractor shall proVide competent and qualified personnel to 
continuously observe and furnish to the Engineer recorded logs of the fol­
lowing data to be obtained during column installation: 
1. Stone colUmn reference number. 
2 .  Elevation of top and bottom o f  each atone column. 
3. Number of buckets of stone backfill in each stone column. 
4 .  Vibrator power consumption during penetration o f  vibrator, and 
vibrator power consumption during compaction of stone column. The 
date and column identification shall be written on each record . 
Note: A continuous graphical record is desirable of the amperage 
draw of the vibroflot motor during the construction of each stone 
column. Such records should be maintained where more than one 
vibrator is to be used with a single inspector, or where one vibra­
tor i s  used without full-time inspection. 
5. Time to penetrate and time to form each stone column. 
6 .  Details o f  obstructions , delays and any unusual ground conditions. 
The Owner shall furnish a full-time inspector to observe stone colu� con­
struction. 
The recorded logs of the above information signed by the Specialist 
contractor ' s  representative and the Owner' s  inspector shall be submitted to 
the Engineer each week. 
The stationing, top elevation, limits, pattern, spacing and approximate 
depths for the stone column work are shown on the plans. The Contractor 
shall prepare construction drawings shoWing specific stone column locations, 
identification number, and estimated depth of compaction points. These 
drawings are to be submitted to the Engineer for approval in accordance with 
contract requirements. During progress of work these draWings are to be 
annotated to show the compaction points completed each day. 
At the end of the ground treatment work, a report shall be prepared by 
the Specialist contractor and submitted to the Owner giving details of the 
plant and methods used, production rates, and the perfo�nce of the site 
during treatment , together with all load test results and calculations based 
on the data obtained during the stone column construction. 
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B. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
Tbe accepted quantity of stone columns , including test columns, will 
be .easured in total linear feet of all columns complete inplace .  Measure­
aent will be from the bottom of each column to the elevation given on the 
drawings. Measurement of each column will be to the nearest one foot (300 
_, _ 
I .  BASIS OF PAYMENT 
The contractor will be paid a lump sum amount for set-up and removal 
cost for mobilization of facilities and equipment for &tone column produc­
tion. In addition, stone columns will be paid for at the contract unit 
price per linear foot. A unit price should be given for each possible stone 
column spacing. The above payments shall constitute full compensation for 
development of stone column holes; for furnishing and placing aggregate; for 
providing records , logs, and reports; and for providing all labor, supervi­
sion , tools, equipment ,  materials and incidentals necessary to complete the 
work. Load tests shall be conducted on a lump sum basis for each test as 
specified by the engineer. Note: The sand blanket working platform 
material and placement is normally a separate pay item. 
SHORT-TERM LOAD TESTS 
Load tests will not be required on all stone column proj ects. A guide 
specification is given in this section describing a vertical, short-term 
(undrained) load test. Where settlement is of primary concern, a long-term 
(drained) vertical load test is required. Both vertical and direct shear 
load tests are discussed in Chapter VII . 
The contractor shall furnish all required concrete slabs, weights, 
equipment ,  gages, and instrumentation for the tests. The test method shall 
be in accordance with the following: 
l .  Definition 
A preliminary s tone column shall be a stone column installed prior 
to the construction of the working stone columns to establish that the 
system the Specialist contractor proposes to use and the proposed 
centers of the stone columns satisfy the requirements of the specifi­
cations. A non-working stone column shall be a stone column installed 
during the period of the installation of the working s tone columns to 
verify the predicted capacity of a working stone column. The pre­
liminary and non-working stone columns shall be of the same dimensions 
and materials , and constructed with the same plant and in the same 
manner as the working stone columns. The dimensions and lengths of 
individual preliminary stone columns and non-working atone columns shall 
be as approved by the Engineer. Preliminary and non-working stone 
columns shall be paid for as specified in the contract . 
Note: Depending upon the proj ect, load tests may be performed upon 
the working stone columns. 
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2 .  Test Program 
The specified contract rates shall include supplying all necessary 
labor, materials , plan t 1  and equipment necessary (1) to construct the 
stone colucns, (2) to apply the test load, and (3) to measure the 
deflection under load, all in the prescribed manner. Details for con­
d ucting the tests as described in the specifications shall be submit­
ted for approval by the Engineer before installation of the test stone 
columns. 
3. Equipment 
a.  CapacitY of Load Test Equipment. The test equipment shall be 
capable of safe application of three times the calculated working 
load for preliminary tests on non-working individual stone columns, 
and one and a half times the calculated working load in the case of 
individual stone columns required for the work. 
b. Reactions for Load Tests 
(1) Deadweight. If deadweight is used to provide the reaction 
for the hydraulic jack, it shall be supported on a suitable 
platform to allow safe access to the loading and measuring 
equipment at all times. The nearest edge of the platform 
supports shall be at least 10 ft. (3 m) from the periphery 
of the stone column. 
(2) Reaction Piles. lf tension piles are used to provide the 
reaction for the hydraulic jack, these piles shall not be 
closer to the stone column than 10 ft . (3 m). Under­
reamed tension piles �ill not be permitted. 
c. Load Measurement. The test load shall be applied vertical and 
concentric to the stone column by means of a hydraulic jack with a 
pump of capacity meeting test requirements, The applied load 
shall be measured by an approved load cell or proving ring cali­
brated in divisions not exceeding 2 percent of the maximum load to 
be applie d .  A certificate of calibration for the load cell or 
proving ring, obtained within one month prior to the test , shall 
be provided. 
d. Deflection Measurement. Observations of vertical deflection 
of the head of the stone column shall be made with a minimum number 
of three dial gages having a 2 in. (50 mm) travel and graduated 
in 0. 001 in. ( 0 . 025 mm) divisions. The tips of the stems of the 
dial gages shall rest on machined metal or glass securely bedded 
on the head of the concrete load footing. 
Metal blocks 1 in. (25 mm) thick ZO.OOl in. (±0.025 mm) with sur­
face ground, parallel surfaces shall be provided to obtain con­
tinuity in extending the range of the gages. Two of the dial gages 
shall be positioned diametrically opposite each other. at equal 
distances from the center of the stone column; the third shall be 
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at right angles to the other two near the edge of the footing. 
The readings shall be referenced to two rigid steel beams the 
ends of which shall be fixed to reliable steel supports. The 
supports shall penetrate not less than 10 ft.  (3 m) below the 
ground surface. and shall be located not closer than 10 ft. 
(3 m) from the center of the test stone column1 away from the 
influence of the reaction system. 
The elevation of the steel supports of the reference beams 
and the deflection of the stone column shall be verified with 
a precise surveyor' s level with reference to a permanent 
benchmark. The leveling instrument and level rod shall be 
capable of providing direct readings to an accuracy of 0 . 001 
ft. (0. 30 mm) . 
e .  Protection of Measuring Equipment. The measuring equip­
ment shall be protected throughout the period of the test 
against adverse effects of rain, Bun1 frost 1 vibration1 and 
other disturbances that may affect its reliability. Tempera­
ture readings shall be taken at maximum intervals of one hour 
throughout the test period. 
4. Application of Load 
The 1 load tests shall be located as shown on the plans . 
A rigid1 reinforced concrete foundation (s) shall be placed over the 
stone column (s) having the shape (s) 1 dimensions. and location desig­
nated on the plans. 
a .  First Load Appli cation - Working Stone Column (Maintained 
Load Test) . The test load shall be applied to the stone 
column in increments equivalent to 20 percent of the calculated 
working load until the working load is attained. Each load incre­
ment shall be maintained for 15 minutes before the next increment 
is added. The calculated working load shall be maintained for a 
minimum of 12 hours thereafter and/or until the rate of settlement 
does not exceed 0 . 002 in. (0.05 mm) per hour. 
Unloading shall then take place in five equal decrements with 
each intermediate load being maintained for a minimum period of 
fifteen minute s .  
Zero load. a t  the end o f  the cycle o f  unloading. shall b e  main­
tained for a minimum of four hours and/or until the rate of 
recovery does not exceed 0 . 002 in. (0.15 mm) per hour. 
The elevation of the rigid steel beam supports &hall be verified 
by p·recise surveyor ' s  level with reference to the permanent 
bench-mark before the commencement of the load test and at zero 
---
1The number and type (preliminary. non-working or working stone column) of 
load tests shall be given in the specifications. 
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load at the termination of the test. 
b .  Second Load Application - Working Stone Column (Maintained 
Load Test) . In the second load cycle the same load increments 
as before shall be applied to a maXimum load equivalent to 1 . 5  
times the calculated working load. Each load increment shall be 
maintained for 15 minutes before adding the next increment.  The 
maximum load shall be maintained for 8 minimum of 12 hours there­
after and/or until the rate of s ettlement does not exceed 0 . 002 
in. (0. 05 am) per hour. 
Unloading shall then take place in six approximately equal decre­
ments With each intermediate unloading decrement being maintained 
for 8 minimum period of fifteen minutes. Zero load. at the end 
of the cycle of unloading. shall be maintained for a minimum of 
four hours. and/or until the rate of recovery does not exceed 
0. 002 in. (0. 05 mm) per hour. 
The elevation of the rigid steel beam supports shall be verified 
by precise surveyor's level With reference to the permanent bench­
mark before the commencement of the load test and at zero load at 
the termination of the test. 
c. Non-Working Stone Column and Preliminary Test Stone Columns. 
On completion of the maintained load test (first load application) 
on • non-working or a preliminary stone column. each load incre­
ment shall be maintained for 15 minutes before the next increment 
is added. The same load incre:ent as in (a) above shall be used. 
Stone column settlement shall be measured at each increment, with 
the test being continued until failure or the specified load is 
attained. 
Unloading shall be in at least five approximately equal decrements. 
Each unloading decrement shall be maintained for a Ddnimum of fif­
teen minutes. The elevation of the rigid beam supports shall be 
verified before the commencement of the load test and at zero 
load at the termination of the test. 
S. Notification, Supervision. Reports 
The period between the construction of a stone column and the 
commencement of the application of the test loads shall be at least 24 
hours. The contractor shall give at least 48 hours notice of the 
commencement of each load test to the Engineer. 
The Contractor shall keep the test under continuous and competent 
supervision to the s�tisfaction of the Engineer. All necessary facili­
ties shall be provided to enable the Engineer to verify readings during 
the progress of the test. The Contractor shall send to the Engineer 
within one week of the completion of each test four copies of all 
records and results in graphical form. This information shall include 
a load deflection curve plotted to scales so as to approximately fill 
a standard siT.e page. 
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SIIHMARY 
The construction phase of sround improvement work using stone columns 
is even more important than for conventional foundations . Therefore a compe­
tent contractor is necessary who is paid a fair price for his work. Also, 
full-time inspection by a qualified engineer. seologist or senior technician 
is very important. Finally good communication should be maintained between 
the inspector, proj ect engineer, designer, and contractor. Periodically the 
designer should inspect the proj ect whether problems have been encountered 
or not. 
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APPENDIX E 
Field Inspection Record of 
Stone Column Construction 
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Gallatin County 
BRS 5138 (22) 
Stone Columns 
'!'he vork platform vas constructed :rrom 157 stone placed on .fllter 
fabric meeting the requirements of Table III. During construction of 
the columns, a large volume of this aggregate vas vasbed off of the 
f'abric by the atream of' vater produced during the probing process . 
!l'bis made areas of the platfonn unstable and hard to vork from. In the 
areas where the work platform exceeded 2 l/2 - 3 �eet in depth, a con­
siderable amount o� 157 stone tell into the bole vben the probe pene­
trated the fabric . This created a problem in probing and nushing tbe 
holes, and also introduced aome error in our calculations tor the dia­
•eters o� the columns, Iince the bottom portion ot the columns vere 
being constructed of" 157 atone instead of" 12 atnne. I would atrongly 
reccommend constructing the work platfol"DD from the same material as the 
columns • 
There vere several occasions during both the probing and ccapacting 
operations when the "Vibro-Probe" had to be completely removed :l"rom the 
bolea This had to be done in a0111e cases to allov the holes to be 
thoroughly flushed, to allow the rock which the columns vere being con­
structed of to fall to the bottom of the hole and . to unvind the water 
hoses which would tangle around the probe during the probing and com­
pacting process. The manual prepared as a guide for the atone column 
process recommends that the probe not be completely removed tram the 
hole. I feel, however, that if the contractor is required to •ake the 
probe penetrate the column to within one toot ot the last compacted rock 
level , that removal of the probe fl"om the bole will cause no problems. 
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Gallatin County 
JIRS 5138 (22) 
Stone Columns, continued 
Page 2 
During construction of the atone cOlumns , a layer of clay approximately 
15 feet thick vas encountered vhich had a shear strength .uch higher than that 
indicated on the plans. Since existing conditions prior to construction of tbe 
work platform make it difficult or impossible to run a aufticient number of 
'l'ane shear tests to accurately determine the ahear atrengtb of' the un4er}71Dg 
aaterial ,  and some consolidation of the underlying material results tram cons­
truction of the work platform, it may be beneficial for all concerned parties 
if the contract vas set up to require additional vane ahear tests after con­
atructing the platform and prior to atarti ng con�truction of tbe atone eolumns . 
Attachments 
c. c . :  C. L. Meyers 
F.H.W.A.-DudJ.ey Brown 
Ed Munson 
Bob 1-leade-Fiesearch 
File 
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IRS 5138 (22) STONE COLUMNS • Average Dimeter tor 50 Consecutive 
ColWimB 
AVERAGE • COLUMN DIAMETER AVERAGE • COLUMN DIAME'I'ER DIAMETER 
DIAMEI'ER 
0\leAAU.. " .3.�e�sJ 
.A-37 5·67 ll-33 lt.67 lt.63 
A-36 lt.69 P-31 k.67 lt.6l 
11-kO 1,.84 P-30 k.l2 "·6o 
11-39 "·84 J.-32 "·12 a..5B 
C-k1 1,.84 ll-32 k.l2 •• 57 
e-ko 1,.84 J.-31 lt.lo8 lt . 56 
ll-kO k.99 ll-31 lt.l2 k . 55 
ll-39 1> . 12 C-32 3.86 1. . 52 
B-38 1, . 84  C-31 k.l2 lt . 52 
C-39 a.. 38 11-31 lt.84 1. . 52 
11-37 k . 58 11-30 3.95 a. .  52 
C-38 1..38 A-31 k,50 lt . 52 
ll-38 5 . 58 A-30 k.50 lt . 52 
A-35 ,. . 86 C-30 3.86 k.a.8 11- 36  " . 58 11-29 k . 3k a..k7 
E-41 k . 82 A-29 lt.ll a..a.6 
E-40 k . 82 C-29 k.62 1, .1,6 
E-39 5.14 11-28 "·"' k.k5 
F-40 1,.67 A-28 k . 50 "·"" 
F-39 5.lk F-29 k.l2 k.k3 
F-38 5.28 E-30 k . 03 ••• 0 
E-38 k . 82 G-22 3.53 k . 37 
ll-37 lo.99 G-21 3.53 k . 3k 
F-37 k.99 ll-30 3.73 1< . 32 
C-37 k.12 1>-29 3.53 k . 29  
E-37 a. . 67 A-27 k.ll k.29 
ll-36 "·"9 11-27 3.95 k .27 
C-36 a..l2 C-28 k.12 k.27 
11-35 a..so C-27 lt . 38 lt.27 
A-3k •• 86 A-26 k.86 ,. , 28 
11-34 3.96 B-26 3.62 • •  25 
F-36 k.67 A-25 a. .u •• 26 
1!1-36 1..12 A-2k a. . so •• 25 
F-35 1, . 32 11-25 3.62 1..24 
ll-35 k . 82 B-24 3.62 ,.,23 
C-35 k.38 e-26 k.38 ,..22 
E-35 k.67 C-25 3.86 k.2l ,_,. " . 67 A-23 k.ll •• 20 
C-3k k.38 A-22 k.ll k.l9 
11-33 3 . 61 A-21 3.90 k.l8 
A-33 lo.lO 11-23 3.95 k.l8 
A-32 k.27 11-22 1> . 3k k.l9 
11-32 k.27 11-21 3.62 k .l8 
C-33 k.l? C-24 k.l2 k .l7 
ll-3k k . 67 C-23 k.l2 lt.l7 
1!1-!k k.k8 C-22 3.86 1..16 
P-33 1. . 32  .A-20 1..21 lt.l5 
F-32 k.67 11-20 k.27 lo.l5 
E-33 lo . 82 C-21 3 . 86 •• lk 
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BRS 5138 (22) STORE COL!ll!NS • Average Diameter tor 50 Conaeeuttve 
Col,_. 
COLUMII DIAME'l'ER AVERAGE DIAMl!:T!R .A'Il!!RAGE DIAI!ETER • COLU!Ill DIAME'l'ER • 
.A-19 3.67 4.12 J-.18 3.62 3.91 
11-19 3.95 4 .10 G-18 3.95 3.90 
11-18 3.95 4 . 09 P-17 3.95 3.90 
G-19 3 . 56 4 . 07 f-.19 3.95 3.91 
G-20 3.56 4.06 J-.18 3.62 3.90 
f-.29 3.95 4 .05 D-18 3.95 3.90 
D-28 3.95 4.05 D-17 3.62 3.90 
F-28 3 . 73 4 . 04 J'-.17 3.62 3.90 
.A-lB 3.67 4.03 D-16 3.95 3.90 
.A-17 3.67 4 .02 G-17 3.95 3.90 
11-17 3.61 4 .01 G-16 3.95 3.91 
G-18 4 . 12 4 . 00 P-16 3.95 3.91 
B-16 3.61 3.99 J-.16 3.95 3 . 92 
.A-16 4 .11 3.98 D-15 3.62 3.92 
C-17 3 . 58 3.97 F-15 3 . 62 3.91 
J'-.28 3.73 3.96 f-.15 3.62 3.91 
F-27 3.95 3.95 c-16 3.23 3.89 
D-27 4 . 27 3.96 C-15 3.95 3.89 
J'-.27 4 . 27 3.95 11-15 3.61 3.89 
F-26 4 . 27 3.95 .A-15 3.67 3.89 
D-26 4 . 27 3.95 G-15 3.62 3.87 
G-26 4 . 27 3.95 B-14 3.61 3 . 86 
J-.26 3.95 3.95 D-14 3.95 3.85 
F-25 3.95 3.95 .A-14 3.67 3.84 
D-25 3.95 3.96 G-14 3.95 3.84 
J'-.25 3.95 3.97 11-13 3.96 3.84 
G-25 3.95 3.98 .A-13 3.67 3.83 
G-24 3.95 3.97 G-13 3.61 3 . 82 
F-24 3.62 3.97 11-12 3 . 61 3. 82 
D-24 3.95 3 . 96 .A-12 3.67 "3.81 
J-.24 4 . 27 3.96 G-12 3.86 3 . 81 
F-23 3.95 3.94 11-11 3.62 3.81 
G-23 3.95 3.95 .A-ll 3.67 3.80 
D-23 3.95 3.95 .A-10 3.67 3.79 
J'-.23 4 . 58 3.95 .A-9 3.67 3 . 79 
F-22 3.95 3.95 11-10 4 . 34  3 . 79 
D-22 3.95 3.96 B-9 3 . 23 3.78 
J'-.22 3.95 3.95 C-11 3 . 58 3.76 
F-21 3.95 3.95 G-10 3 . 86  3.76 
G-20 4 . 12 3.95 .A-8 4.12 3.76 
F-20 3 . 62 3.94 .A-7 4.12 3.76 
G-19 3.62 3 . 94 .A-6 4 .12 3.77 
J'-.21 3 . 62 3.93 B-8 3.95 3.76 
D-21 3.62 3.92 C-9 4 . 12 3.77 
F-19 3.62 3.92 C-8 4.12 3.78 
D-20 3.95 3 . 91 11-7 3.62 3 . 78 
f-.20 4 . 27 3.92 B-6 4 . 34 3.8o 
D-19 3.95 3.92 D-11 3.95 3.81 
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I!RS 5138 (22) STOllE COWMNS • Average Diameter for 50 Conaecutive 
Col,_. 
COWMN DIAMEl'ER AVERAGE COUlllll DIAMETER AVERAGE 
DIAI!ETER • DIAMETER • 
C..7 �.12 3.81 D-6 3.73 3.8o 
c-6 �.12 3.81 11-7 3.73 3.79 
B-5 3.95 3.81 Jl'-7 3.73 3.78 
A-5 �.12 3.82 B-7 3.95 3.78 
A-4 3.67 3.82 G-7 3.95 3 . 78 
B-4 3.23 3.80 r-6 3.73 3.77 
C-5 3.86 3.80 B-6 3.73 3.76 
c-4 3.86 3.81 D-5 3.73 3.77 
B-3 3.62 3.80 B-6 3.73 3.78 
A-3 3.67 3.80 G-6 3.73 3.77 
C..3 4 .12 3.81 Jl'-5 3.73 3.77 
B-2 4 . 34 3.82 B-5 3.73 3.77 
c-2 3.58 3.81 D-4 3.73 3.77 
C..l 3.58 3.80 R-5 3.73 3.77 
B-1 3.95 3.80 G-5 3.73 3.75 
A-1 3.67 3.80 F-4 3.73 3.76 
A-2 4.12 3.81 B-4 3.73 3.76 
F-14 3.95 3.81 D-3 3.73 3.76 
E-14 3.62 3.81 B-4 3.95 3.76 
G-14 3.62 3.83 G-4 3.53 3.75 
Jl'-13 3.62 3.82 1'-3 3.53 3.74 
G-13 3.95 3 . 83 E-3 3.53 3.74 
D-13 3.95 3.83 D-2 3.53 3.74 
E-13 3.95 3.84 F-2 3.53 3.74 
D-12 3.62 3.84 G-3 3.53 3.73 
F-12 3.93 3.84 R-3 3.53 3.72 
E-12 3.53 3.84 B-2 3.53 3.71 
G-12 3.53 3.83 G-2 3.53 3.71 
F-11 3.73 3.8� B-1 3.53 3.70 
B-11 3.95 3.83 G-1 3.53 3.70 
G-11 3.73 3.83 r-1 3.53 3 .70 
B-11 3.95 3.84 B-2 3.53 3.70 
D-10 3.95 3.84 D-1 3.73 3.69 
E-10 3.95 3.85 Il-l 3.73 3.69 
F-10 3.29 3.84 
G-10 3.53 3.84 
B-10 3.29 3.83 
D-9 3.95 3.83 
E-9 3.73 3.82 
1'-9 3.73 3.83 
B-9 3.73 3.83 
G-9 3.95 3.84 
B-8 3.73 3.83 
D-8 3.73 3.82 
F-8 3.73 3.81 
G-8 3.73 3.81 
E-8 3.73 3.8o 
D-7 3.95 3.80 
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GALLATIB COU!ITY !IRS 5138 (22) ll'l'ORE COLIJMKS 
COLIDI!I 
I!:IGER 
A-1 
A-2 • 
A-3 
A-4 
A-5 
A-6 
A-T 
A-6 
A-9 
A-10 
A-ll 
A-12 
A-13 
A-14 
A-15 
A-16 
A-17 
A-16 
A-19 
A-20* 
A-21 
A-22 
A-23 
A-24* 
A-25 
A-26 
A-27 
A-28 
A-29 
A-30 
\-31 
\-32 
A-33 
. 
BEGIN END PROBE 
PROBE BEGIB COl(!'. 
12:04 
12:25 
7 : 50 
3:46 
3:20 
6:16 
5:41 
5:15 
12:07 
11:42 
11:15 
9:10 
7:10 
5 : 07 
2:20 
2:30 
11:56 
11: 13 
11 : 56 
9 : 53 
2 : 56 
2:32 
1 : 46 
10:26 
10:o8 
9 : 04 
3:16 
2:43 
1 : 06 
10:50 
10: 30 
2:32 
2:12 
12:01 
10:12 
1 : 54 
10: 33 
10:14 
9:10 
3:22 
2 : 50 
1 :15 
10: 35 
2:16 
END 
COI!P. 
PROSE COlli'. 
� .  AMPS 
12:25 160 
12:45 16o 
8:15 160 
4:10 16o 
3:46 160 
6 : 51 160 
6:15 16o 
5 : 40 160 
12:29 160 
12:07 160 
11:42 16o 
9:20 160 
7:22 160 
5:31 160 
2:45 160 
2 : 58 160 
12:15 160 
11 : 55 160 
12:15 16o 
10:26 160 
3:30 160 
2 : 56 160 
2:30 160 
10:58 160 
10:27 160 
9:29 16o 
3:43 175 
3:00 160 
1:30 160 
11:15 16o 
10:50 160 
2:45 16o 
2:32 l6o 
16o 
16o 
180 
180 
16o 
160 
l6o 
16o 
16o 
16o 
160 
160 
180 
16o 
180 
160 
160 
16o 
180 
180 
180 
16o 
180 
180 
160 
16o 
190 
180 
16o 
16o 
16o 
180 
16o 
• Indieat s Test ole 
84 
DEPTH 
JI'EET 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
11 
17 
17 
17 
17 
BUCKETS TORS 
01' 01' 
!lOCK !lOCK 
• 
5 
" 
• 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
" 
" 
• 
4 
" 
4 
5 
4 
" 
4 
5-25 
I ·  4 . 50 
5 
5 
6 
5 
7 
5 
6 
5 
6 
6 
7 
5 
8.40 
10.50 
8.40 
8.40 
10.50 
10.50 
10.50 
10.50 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
10.50 
8.40 
8.40. 
8.40 
11.03 
9.45 
10.50 
10.50 
12.60 
10.50 
14 .70 
10.50 
12.6o 
10.50 
12.6o 
12.6o 
1-'4.70 
0.50 
AVERAGE 
· DIAMETER 
JI'EET 
3.67 
1, ; 12 
3.67 . 
3.67 
4.12 
lo.12 
lo.12 
4.12 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
4.11 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
lo.2l 
3.90 
4.u 
4.11 
4 . 50 
4.11 
4.86 
4.11 
4.50 
4.11 
4 . 50 
1o . 5o 
• •  27 
1o.1o 
GALLATIII COtl!ITY BRS 5138 (22) STONE COLIIN:IS 
COLllllll BEG II DD PROBE EIID PROBE CQ)!p. DEPl'H IIUCKE'XS TORS AVERAGE 
COIIP. � - AMPS 1'EET OF OF · niAMETER It :IIllER PROBE BEGIII COlli'. 
ROcK ROCK P'EET 
A-34 ··34 •·�o 5:05 160 180 17 T 1�.70 lo.B6 
A-35 2:�3 2 : �8 3:02 16o 180 17 T 1�.70 1,.86 
A-36 3:03 3:20 16o 180 17 6 . 50 13.65 lo . 69 
A-37 3:21 3:30 3 : 52 16o 180 17 9 . 50 19.95 5 . 67 
11-1 11:30 12:� 16o 180 22 6 12.60 3-95 ! 11-2 9:12 10:05 160 180 22 T 1�.70 lo.34 
11-3 7:15 7 : 50 160 180 22 5 10.50 3.62 
��-� �:10 � : 50 16o 180 22 a. 8.�0 3-23 
11-5 2:�5 3:20 16o 180 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
11-6 10:50 11:50 160 180 22 T 1�.70 �-34 
11-T 10:13 10:50 16o 180 22 5 10.50 3.62 
11-8 7:15 8:oo 16o 180 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
11-9 2:58 . .  3:31 16o 180 22 • 8.loo 3.23 
11-10 12:30 1:22 160 180 22 7 1lo.TO lo . 34 
11-11 10:�0 11:15 160 180 22 5 10.50 3.62 
11-12 8:25 9:08 160 180 22 5 10.50 . 3.61 
11-13 6:15 6 : 50 160 180 22 6 12.6o 3.96 
11-1� 3:30 lo : 25 16o 180 22 5 10. 50 3.61 
11-15 1:�5 2:20 160 180 22 5 10.50 3.61 
11-16 1 : �  2 : 30  16o 180 22 5 10.50 3.61 
11-17 . 12:16 12:26 . 12:50 160 180 22 5 10.50 3.61 
11-18 12:56 1 : 10 1 : 50 160 180 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
11-19 12:16 12:22 12:55 160 180 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
11-20 10:30 10:�0 11:19 160 180 22 7 1�. TO �-27 
11-21 ··�� lo : 51 5:loo 160 180 22 5 10 .50 3.62 
11-22 3 : 51 lo : 03 ··�3 160 180 22 7 1�.70 lo . 34 
11-23 3:21 3:28 3:50 160 180 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
11-2� 11:31 11:�0 12:07 160 180 22 5 10. 50 3.62 
11-25 11 : 00  11 : 07 11:30 16o 180 22 5 10.50 3.62 
11-26 9:30 9:�0 10:07 160 180 . 22 5 10.50 3.62 
11-27 3:lo3 3:�8 lo : l5 160 180 22 6 l2.6o 3.95 
11-29 2:15 2 : 22 2:lo2 160 180 22 7 14.TO •• 34 
11-29 12: 28 12:35 1:08 160 18o 22 7 14.70 lo .34 
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GALLATIN COUll'l'Y IRS 5138 (22) SI'O!IE COLtiL'IB 
COLIJMlf BEGIR END PROBE EIID PROBE Cc»!P. DEPTH liUCIF.TS TORS AVERAGE 
BEGIR COMP. Cor(f. � - Ali.PS n:t'l' 0,. OF 
. DlAME'l'EII III:ICIIER PROBE ROcK I!OCZ: FEET 
B-30 9:53 10:02 10:30 16o 180 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
B-31 • 10:30 10: 35 10:50 16o 180 22 9 18.90 lo .BII 
B-32 2:46 2 : 50 3:� 16o 180 22 1 14.70 •• 27 
B-33 1 : 46 1 : 53 2:12 16o 180 22 s· 10.50 3.61 
B-34 4 : 02 lo : 05 lo : 30 160 180 22 6 12.6o 3.96 
B-35 3:30 3:33 lo : oo 16o 180 22 8 16.80 1o . 58 
B-36 3:03 3:o6 3:25 16o 180 22 il 16.80 1o . 58 
B-37 12:10 12:32 160 180 22 8 16.80 lo .58 
B-38 10: 30 10: 33 11:00 160 180 22 9 18.90 lo. BII 
B-39 • 1 : 39 1 : 44 1 : 56 160 180 22 9 18.90 lo . 84 
B-40 1:14 1 : 36 16o 180 22 9 18.90 lo . 84 
C-1 10:45 11:29 16o 180 27 6 12.6o 3.58 
C-2 10:05 10:45 160 1,0 27 6 12.6o 3.58 
·C-3 8:15 9:10 160 180 27 B 16.80 lo.12 
C-4 5 : 55 6:40 16o 180 27 7 14.70 3.86 
C-5 4 : 50 5 : 50 160 180 27 7 14.70 3.86 
C-6 1 : 55 2:45 160 180 27 B 16.80 lo.12 
C-7 1:00 1 : 55 160 180 27 B 16.80 · lo.12 
e-8 • 8 : 55 9:10 9 : 55 160 180 27 8 16.80 lo.12 
C-9 8 : 00 8 : 55 16o 180 27 8 16.80 lo.12 
C-10 4:21 5:14 160 180 27 7 14.70 3.86 
C-11 3:33 4 : 20 160 180 27 6 l2.6o 3 . 58 
C-12° 9:20 9:45 10:40 16o 180 �7 7 14.70 3 . 86  
C-13 7:22 8:25 160 180 22 5 10.50 3.61 
C-14 5 : 33 6:14 16o 180 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
C-15 . 1 : 01 1 :11 1:45 160 180 22 6 12.6o 3.95 
C-16 12: 30  1 :00 160 180 22 4 8.loo 3.23 
C-17 2 : 58 3 : 55 160 180 27 6 12.6o 3.58 
C-18 12:50 1 : 00 1 : 50 16o 180 27 8 16.80 lo.l2 
C-19 1 : 50 2 : 02 2 : 30 16o 180 27 6 �2.6o 3.56 
C-20 2 : 31  2:43 3:14 160 180 27 6 �2.6o 3 . 56 
• In d cates T e t Hole 
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IIALLATIII COUBTY 
COLUICI BEG Ill EIID PROBE END 
IIL"JIBEII PROBE BEG Ill CO!IP • COliP. 
C-21 ll: 20  ll : 33 ll:55 
C-22 8: 55 9:50 
C-23 7:56 8:�7 
C-24 7:16 7 : 56 
C-25 12:56 1 : 09  1 :43 
C-26 12:08 12:22 12:55 
C-27 8 : 07 8 : 30  8:59 
C-28 7:18 7 : 30 8:06 
C-29 1 : 31  1 : 38 2:15 
C-30 11:17 ll : 25 12:28 
C-31 8 : 29 8 : 38 9:17 
C-32 7:28 7:38 8:28 
C-33 3:20 3 : 25 3:55 
C-� 1:09 1:�5 
C-35 11 : 25 ll:� 
c-36 3:00 3:30 
C-37 1 : 20 1 : 2� 1 :�5 
C-38 12:35 l:lO 
C-39 • 11:�0 11 : 50 12:10 
C-�0 • 2:� 2 : �� 3:02 
C-�l 1 : 58 2:29 
Il-l 7 : 06 7:58 
D-2 11 : 50 12:39 
D-3 7:57 8:�5 
D-4 3:56 � : 50 
ll-5 11 : 55 12:50 
D-6 6 : 25 7: 05. 
D-7 6 : 07 6 : 59 
D-6 2 : 56 3:38 
D-9 • 12:39 12:56 1 : 30  
D-10 8:1o6 9 : 30  
• I d.icates 
IRS Sl38 ( 22) STOllE COLIJIIIIS 
. 
PROBE COI!P. DEPl'H BUCKETs 
� .  AMPS FEET 01" ROCIC 
l6o l8o 27 · T 
l6o l8o 27 T 
160 l8o 27 8 
l6o 180 27 8 
l6o l8o 27 7. 
160 l8o 27 5l 
160 lBo 27 . 9  
160 lBo 27 8 
160 lBo 27 10 
160 lBo 27 7 
160 lBo 27 8 
160 190 27 7 
160 lBo 27 8 
160 lBo 27 5l 
160 180 27 9 
l6o 180 27 8 
l6o 180 27 8 
160 160 27 9 
160 l6o 27 9 
160 180 27 11 
l6o 180 27 lJ. 
l6o 160 37 9 
160 lBo 37 6 
l6o lBo 37 9 
l6o l8o 37 9 
160 l8o 37 9 
l6o lBo 37 9 
160 1'-Bo 37 10 
160 8o 37 9 
1'-60 1'-Bo 37 10 
60 �eo 37 10 
est llol 
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TONS AVERAGE 
OF DlAMETER 
ROCII: JI'EET 
1�.70 3.86 
1�.70 3.86 
l6.8o lo.l2 
16.8o lo.l2 
1�.70 3.86 
18.5)0 lo . 38 • 
18.5)6 lo . 38  
l6.8o lo.l2 
21.00 4 . 62 
1�.70 3.86 
l6.8o lo.l2 
1�.70 3.86 
l6.8o �.12 
18.90 lo.38 
18.90 � . 38 
16.80 �.12 
l6.8o. lo.l2 
18.90 � . 38 
18.5)0 lo . 38 
23.10 � .8� .. 
23.10 � . 84 
16.90 3.73 
l6.8o 3.53 
18.90 3.73 
18.90 3.73 
r<6.90 3.73 
8.90 3. 73 
�n .oo 3.95 
8.90 3.73 
!2J..oo 3.95 
2l.oo 3.95 
GALLATIN COUNTY 
C(IT..tJI(f BEGm EIID PROBE EIID 
IICIIBER PROBE BEGIII COMP. COMP. 
D-ll ll : 5  12:55 
D-12 7:1 7:�5 
D-13 5 : 1  5:�5 
D-1� � : 2  5 : o6  
D-15 1lt!25 ll:01 
D-16 1 : 1� 1 :26 2 : 00  
D-17 12:33 12:�3 1:15 
D-19 . 10:�6 11:00 ll:�5 
D-19 �:16 � : 26 � : 50 
D-20 3:00 3:10 3 : 30 
D-21 1 : 35 1 : �� 2:10 
D-22 9:�0 9 : 50 lO:ll 
D-23 7 : 25 7 : 35 7 : 57 
D-2� � :o6 � =�5 
D-25* 1 : 1� 1 :22 1 : 55 
D-26 9:�2 10:12 
D-27 7 : 25 8:15 
D-28 8 : 30 9 : 35 
D-29 2 : 20 2 : 21 3:15 
D-30 1 : 08 2:19 
D-31 � : 01 � : �9 
D-32 1:�6 2 : 39 
D-33 9 : 35 9 : �6 10:30 
D-� 3 : 56 � : 0� � =�5 
D-35 10:�8 10:53 ll:25 
D-36 2 : 27 2 : 30 3 : 00 
D-37 12:07 12:10 12:33 
D-38• 2:03 2 : 09 2:�0 
D-39 9:�8 10:00 10: 30  
D-�o• 3:05 3:10 3:�2 
Ind!oates Tt jst Holes 
BRS 5138 ( 22) S'i'O�E COLIJMl!S 
PROBE C�IP. DEPTH BUCKETS 
� . AMPS FEET 01" 
IIOCK 
160 180 37 10 
160 18o 22 5 
160 18o . 22 6 
160 18o 22 6 
160 18o 22 5 
16o 18o 1!2 6 
16o 18o 22 5 
160 180 22 6 
160 180 22 6 
160 180 22 6 
160 180 22 5 
160 180 22 .6 
160 lBo 22 6 
160 180 22 6 
160 190 22 6 
160 180 22 7 
160 l8o 22 7 
160 180 37 10 
175 200 37 8 
175 190 37 9 
37 ll 
160 190 37 ll 
l6o l8o 37 1� 
160 180 37 1� 
160 180 37 15 
160 180 37 13 
160 180 37 16 
160 160 37 20 
160 160 37 13 
160 180 37 16 
8 8  
S'OHS AVERAGE 
OF . DIAME'l'ER 
ROCK FEET 
21.00 3-95 
10. 50 3.62 
12.6o 3 •. 95 
12.6o 3.95 
10.50 3.62 
12.60 ·3.95 
10.50 3.62 
12.60 3-95 
12.60 3-95 
12.60 3-95 
10.50 3.62 
12.60 3-95 
l2.6o 3.95 
l2.6o 3.95 
12.6o 3-95 
1�.70 � - 27 
l�-70 � - 27 
21 - 00 3-95 
16.8o 3.53 
18.90 3.73 
. 23.10 �-12 
23.10 . �.12 
29.�0 � - 67 
29-�0 � . 67 
31.50 �.82 
127.30 �-�9 
33.60 � - 99 
2.00 5 . 58 
27.30 �-�9 
33.16 � -99 
car.LA'I'IR COU!I'l'Y 
Jl-1• 
Jl-2 
Jl-3 
E-� 
Jl-5 
Jl-6 
Jl-7 
Jl-8 
E-9 
Jl-10 
JI-ll 
Jl-12 
Jl-13 
E-1� 
E-15 
E-16 
B-17 
Jl-18 
E-19 
Jl-20 
Jl-21 
Jl-22 
Jl-23 
Jl-2� 
E-25 
B-26 
E-27 
B-28 
B-29 
1!-308 
B-31• 
B-32 
JIECIR !liD PROJIE 
PROBE JIECII COMP. 
7:59 
6:16 
10:58 
7:02 
3:o6 
ll:o6 
7:05 
5:21 
1:37 
9:31 
7:57 
8:28 
5:50 
2:10 
11:55 
9:35 
12:33 
9:50 
7:18 
3:30 
12:59 
10:12 
7:57 
�=�7 
1:55 
11:00 
8:15 
�:00 
7:30 
8:� 
2:�5 
12:32 
8:15 
12:�3 
10:02 
7:28 
3:39 
.'1 : 07 
10:22 
8 : 07 
2:03 
ri:o8 
9:12 
2 : 58 
Ellll 
COM!'. 
8:�6 
6:59 
11:50 
7:55 
3:55 
11:� 
7 : 50 
6:07 
2:25 
10:2� 
8:�5 
9:15 
6:25 
2:�5 
12:30 
10:25 
1:15 
10:�5 
8:25 
�:15 
1:35 
10:�8 
8:55 
5:27 
2:28 
1:50 
9 : 00 
5:0� 
8:30 
9:�0 
4 : 00  
1:�6 
BRS 5138 ( 22) II'I'Om: COLI.Il>CfS 
PROBE CQI.IP. 
� .  IJ!J'S 
16o 
160 
160 
16o 
160 
160 
16o 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
165 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
16o 
160 
l6o 
�75 
p.6o 
6o 
180 
1Bo 
180 
lBo 
1Bo. 
180 
180 
180 
1Bo 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
160 
180 
180 
185 
180 
1Bo 
180 
180 
180 
180 
1Bo 
so 
�00 
eo 
90 
DEPTH 
FEE:'!' 
37 
37 
37 
37 
J1 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
I!UCKE'l'S 
0!' 
ROCK 
9 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
8 
6 
5 
5 
6 
5 
5 
6 
7 
5 
6 
8 
7 
6 
6 
7 
9 
10 
10.50 
13 
ll 
• Indic•tt•• 'l'eot ole 
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'!'OilS 
OF 
ROCK 
18.90 
16.80 
16.Bo 
iMo 
18.90 
18.90 
18.90 
18.90 
18.90 
21.00 
21.00 
16.Bo 
12.6o 
10. 50 
10.50 
2.6o 
j10.50 
1"0.50 
2.60 
4 .70 
0 . 50 
2.6o 
6.Bo 
4.70 
2.60 
2.60 
�-70 
8.90 
1.00 
22.05 
27 .]J 
23.10 
AVERAGE 
. DIAME'l'ER 
FEE'!' 
3.73 
3.53 
3-53 
3. 73 
3.73 . 
3.73 
3-73 
3.73 
3.73 
3-95 
3.95 
3.53 
3.95 
3.62 
3.62 
3-95 
3.62 
3.62 
3-95 
� - 27 
3.62 
3-95 
�-58 
•• 27 
3.95 
3-95 
4.27 
3.73 
3.95 
�.02 
lo.lo8 
lo.12 
GAL!ATI!I COUII'rY 
C!UJJC BEG III E11D PIIOBE EIID 
ll:omE!l PIIOBE BmiR COMP. COMP. 
E-33 8 : 05 8:12 8:�0 
E-34 4 : 50 4 : 55 5 : 30 
E-35 11:55 12:25 
E-36 .8:29 8 : �  9 : 02 
E-37 1 :45 1 : 50 2:27 
E-38 11:37 11:�1 12: 07 
E-39 8:26 8:30 8:58 
E-�0 7 : 55 8,:00 8:25 
E-�1 7:19 7:23 7 : 52 
J'-1 5 : 31 6:16 
Jl'-2 12:�0 1 :15 
F-3 10:26 10:57 
F-� 6:15 7:00 
F-5 2:26 3 : o6 
F-6 10:29 11 : 06 
F-7 7:50 8:45 
F-8 3:39 4:21 
F-9 11:27 12:05 
:r-10 10:25 11 : 00 
F-11• 10:10 10:30 11:14 
r-12 7:45 8 : 28 
F-13 3:25 4 : 25 
r-14 1 : 30 2:10 
F-15 11:01 11: 50 
F-16 8:45 9:35 
r-17 6 : 03 6:12 6:39 
F-18 • = 59 5 : 07 5:30 
F-19 2:10 2:20 2:44 
F-20 11 : 52 12:02 12:25 
F-21 10:48 10:58 11 : 20 
F-22 8 : 55 9:05 9:39 
F-23 5:26 5 : 57 
• Indieates est Hole 
IRS 5138 ( 22) S'l'O!li: COLUNliS 
PROBE CONP. DEPTH JIUClO!TS 
»� . AMPS FEn OJI' ROCK 
16o 1BD 37 15 
16o 180 37 13 
160 180 37 1. 
16o 180 37 11 
16o 1BD 37 1. 
160 180 37 15 
16o 1BD 37 17 
160 1BD 37 15 
16o 180 37 15 
160 180 37 8 
16o 1Bo 37 8 
160 180 37 B 
16o 180 37 9 
160 180 37 9 
160 180 37 9 
160 1Bo 37 9 
160 180 37 9 
160 1Bo 37 9 
16o 180 37 7 
160 1Bo 37 9 
16o 180 22 6 
16o 180 22 5 
16o 1Bo 22 6 
160 180 22 5 
16o 180 22 6 
16o 1Bo 22 6 
160 180 22 5 
160 180 22 5 
160 Bo 22 5 
160 1'80 22 6 
l6o eo 22 6 
�6o eo 22 6 
90 
'l'OIIS AVERAGE 
OJI' · DlAla:'l'EII 
IIOCK JI'EET 
31.50 •• 82 
27.30 •• 48 
29,40 4.6i 
23.10 •• 12 
29 •• 0 •• 67 
31 . 50 •• 82 
35.70 5.14 
31.50 4.82 
31 . 50  • •  82 
16.Bo 3-53 
16.Bo 3.53 
16.Bo 3.53 
18.20 3-73 
18.20 3.73 
18.20 3-73 
18.90 3.73 
18.90 3.73 
18.90 3.73 
14.70 3.29 
18.90 3.73 
12.6o 3.93 
10. 50 3.62 
12.6o 3-95 
10.50 3.62 
12.60 3.95 
12.6o 3-95 
10.50 3.62 
10.50 3.62 
10.50 3.62 
l2.6o 3-95 
12.60 3.95 
12.6o 3-95 
GALLATIII COUIITI 
COLOIG BEG Ill Z11D PROBE l!llll 
lllliiBEII PROBE BEGII COMP. COMP. 
1'-2� 3: 30 lo:05 
1'-25° 11:50 12:25/12:52 1:1� . 
. 1'-26 9:00 9:�1 
1'-27 5:05 5:�7 
1'-28 9:35 11:02 
1'-29 3:06 3:18 lo : 08 
1'-30 11:36 12: 30  
10:�0 10:�7 
, 1'-31 11:35 
1'-32 7:23 7 : 37 8:04 
1'-33 5:33 5 :35 6 : 00 
F-34 12:'27 1:07 
F-35 10:11 10:15 10:48 
F-36 7:45 7 : 50 8:28 
F-37 12:07 12:10 12:33 
F-38 10:56 11 : 00 11:25 
F-39 10:16 10:20 10:55 
F-�0 8:59 9:o4 9 : 30 
G-1 lo:43 5 : 30  
G-2 3:30 lo:10 
G-3 1:16 2:00 
G-4 • 9:27 9:�5 10:25 
G-5 5:51 6 : 1oo 
G-6 1:�1 2:25 
G-7 • 9:35 9:49 10:28 
G-8 lo:22 5 : 21  
G-9 • 1:00 1 :12 2:00 
G-10 11:01 11:43 
G-11 7:07 7 : 56 
G-12 9:20 10:10 
G-13 lo : 37  5:10 
ro-11J 2:lo5 3:25 
BRS 5138 (22) STONE COL!HIS 
PROBE COIIP. llEPTB BUCIETS 
� .  AMPS FEET 
OJI' 
IIOCIC 
160 18o 22 5 
16o 180 22 6 
16o 180 22 1 
160 18o 22 10 
16o 180 37 9 
160 18o 37 11 
16o 190 37 11 
160 180 37 1lo 
160 180 ' 37 1l! 
160 18o 37 12 
160 180 37 1lo 
160 18o 37 12 
160 180 37 1lo 
160 180 37 16 
160 180 37 18 
16o 180 37 17 
160 18o 37 1lo 
160 18o 37 8 
16o 18o 37 8 
160 180 37 8 
160 180 37 8 
160 18o 37 9 
160 180 37 9 
160 l8o 37 10 
160 180 37 9 
160 18o 37 10 
16o 180 37 8 
16o 180 37 9 
160 18o 37 8 
160 180 22 6 
160 18o 22 5 
• In d eates T e t Holes 
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TOllS AVERAGE 
OF DIAMETER 
ROCIC JI'EET 
10.5(· 3.62 
12.60 3.95 
1�.70 lo.27 
21.00 3.95 
18.90 3.73 
23.10 • •  12 
23.10 4 .12 
29.4o lo .67 
29.40 4 . 67 
25.20 4 . 32 
29.�0 4 . 67 
25.20 4 . 32 
29.1oo lo.67 
33. 6o • •  99 
37 . eo  5.28 
35.70 5.1� 
29.4o 4 . 67 
16.8o 3.53 
16.8o 3.53 
16.8o 3.53 
16.8o 3.53 
18.90 3.73 
18.!10 3.73 
21.00 3·95 
18.90 3.73 
21.00 3.95 
16.8o 3.53 
18.90 3.73 
t"6.8o 3.53 
2.6o 3.95 
t"0.50 3.62 
GALLATIII COUIITY BRS 5138 (22) STOllE COLIJIIHS 
COLUICI BEG Ill EliD PROBE EliD PROBE COMP. DEPT!I BUCICE'l'S 'l'OliS AVERAGE 
I'I:MBER PROBE BEG III CO!�. COMP. � .  AMPS FEET 01' OF DIAMETER !lOCI: ROCK FEET 
G-15 2 : 50 3 : 30  160 1Bo 22 :; 10.50 3.62 
G-16 8:00 8:�5 16o 1Bo 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
G-17 7:15 8 : 00 160 1Bo 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
G-16 5 : 30  5:�0 6:02 160 1Bo 22 6 12.6o 3-95 
G-19 12:25 12:35 12:58 16o 1Bo 22 5 10.50 3.62 
G-20° 11:21 11: 30  11:50 160 1Bo . � 6.50 13.65 . .12 
G-21 11:1� 11:20 12:00 175 200 3T 8 16.8o 3-53 
G-22 10:06 10: 32  11:14 175 200 37 8 16.8o 3.53 
G-23 5 : 58 6:31 160 160 22 6 12.6o 3.95 
G-24 3:00 3:30 16o 160 22 6 12.6o 3.95 
G-25 2:26 2:34 3:00 160 160 . 22 6 12.6o 3.95 
G-26 10:13 11:00 160 160 22 T 1�.10 • •  27 
B-l �:10 � : 42 160 160 37 8 16.8o 3.53 
11-2 2 : 50 3:30 160 180 37 8 16.8o 3 . 53 
B-3 2:05 2 : 50 160 1Bo 37 8 16.8o 3.53 
H-4 8:�6 9:26 160 160 37 10 21.00 3.95 
H-5 � : 55 5 : 50 160 i6o 37 9 16.90 3.73 
H-6 12:51 1 :�0 160 1Bo 37 9 16.90 3.13 
H-7 6:47 9 : 35 160 160 37 10 21.00 3.95 
H-6 2:00 2 : 55 16o 160 37 9 16.90 3.73 
H-9 12:05 1 :00 160 1Bo 37 9 16.90 · 3.73 
B-10 11:44 12:37 16o 1Bo 37 7 I4.TO 3.29 H-11 �1. :15 12:00 160 1Bo 37 10 21.00 3.95 
• Indi ates Tes Hole 
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